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This investigation attempts to uncover a unity of both

meaning and technique as reflected in eight of Katherine

Anne Porter's best known and most characteristic stories--

"Old Mortality," "Noon Wine," "Pale Horse, Pale Rider,"

"Flowering Judas," "A Day's Work," "The Cracked Looking-

Glass," "He," and "Holiday." An analysis of each story

reveals that the core of Katherine Anne Porter's work is a

"delicate balancing of rival considerations" specifically

and deliberately designed to reveal to the reader the com-

plexity and ambiguity of any situation or human relationship.

The ambiguity within her stories is therefore deliberate.

The final chapter, "The Open End and the Acceptance of

Paradox," asserts that Katherine Anne Porter's technique is

determined not by her classical conception of literary form,

but by her philosophy of life.
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CHAPTER I

THE BASIC TECHNIQUEs A DIALECTIC PRESENTATION

AND THE DELIBERATE USE OF AMBIGUITY

Efforts to place Katherine Anne Porter within a lit-

erary tradition are difficult. She has been called an

ameliorist, a modernist, and a regionalist. As a woman wri-

ter from the South, she "shares the tradition and honor of

Ellen Glasgow, Eudora Welty, and Carson McCullers,"' but as

a writer predominantly of short fiction in the modernist

vein, "she belongs to that group which includes James Joyce,

Katherine Mansfield, Sherwood Anderson, Ernest Hemingway,

and Kay Boyle."2 Although her work is serious and consis-

tently artistic, her published output is small. The Collected

Stories of Katherine Anne Porter (1965) contains all of her

short fiction, a total of twenty-three stories and sketches

and three short novels. She has published one long novel,

some important critical reviews, and various personal essays.

Her reputation, however, rests principally upon her ability

as a writer of short fiction.

An extended and thorough critical analysis of Katherine

Anne Porter's fiction has not yet been made. Her admixture

of simplicity and complexity in a variety of styles has not

attracted many critics. Of the critical articles, Robert

I
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Penn Warren's "Katherine Anne Porter (Irony with a Center)"

(1942) and James Johnson's "Another Look at Katherine Anne

Porter" (1960) are the most comprehensive and provocative,

but both essays are rather short, restricted studies. Harry

Mooney Jr.'s little book The Fiction and Criticism of Katherine

Anne Porter (1957) is incomplete because Mooney did not have

access to Porter's stories which were published in 1965 in

The Collected Stories. George Hendrick's Katherine Anne

Porter (1965), for the Twayne series, contains excellent

criticism of some of the early stories but takes only a hur-

ried glance at the later ones. Ray B. West, Jr.'s pamphlet

Katherine Anne Porter (1963) is brief, emphasizing Porter's

use of memory; and Winfred Emmons' Katherine Anne Porters

The Regional Stories (1967) is concerned only with that which

its title suggests. M. M, Liberman's Katherine Anne Porter's

Fiction (1971) deals almost entirely with textual matters

and neglects the less well-known stories.

William Nance's Katherine Anne Porter and the Art of

Fiction (1964) is the only full-length study of Porter's

fiction. Nance's work, though well-written and fairly

thorough, suffers from its own thesis--that "at the heart

of Katherine Anne Porter's fiction lies a principle of re-

jection" 3 Nance becomes the victim of his own rejection

theory and consequently fails to account satisfactorily for

the definite, positive aspects of Porter's work.
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Most of these critics agree about the excellence of

Katherine Anne Porter's literary style. They admire the

precision of her language, the effectiveness of her irony,

and the economy of her struture. But about the unity and

meaning of her work they disagree. In fact, efforts to dis-

cover the meaning and unity within her stories have resulted

in two conflicting bodies of critical opinion--that which

is basically negative, seeing in her work a troublesome

ambiguity and a despairing philosophy; and that which is

predominantly positive, finding a satisfying complexity and

a skeptical, yet not hopeless, outlook.4

Although Mooney senses an "extraordinary unity of mean-

ing and feeling"5 in Porter's fiction, he so emphasizes

Miranda and her autobiographical possibilities that he fails

to treat the unity in the stories which do not deal with her.

Nance finds unity in the principle of rejection, and Emmons,

of course, avoids the problem altogether by simply discussing

the regional stories. Johnson finds a pattern of meaning

(the phrase is his) by viewing the stories as "expressions

of theme," theme here being the "assertions of a life per-

spective."i He lists six thematic units, "each with a no-

vella as its culmination and most complete thematic state-

ment."

Robert Penn Warren explores the meaning of Porter's

work by examining its style and technique. At least one

critic, Vernon Young, believes that the "variousness" of
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Porter's work "eludes any academic stalking of the 'con-

trolling subject.h"? In Young's view, "the real difficulty

of anything but description of her work may well be the fac-

tor which has embarrassed critical appraisal and retarded

public appreciation of that work." However, most of Por-

ter's critics agree that there is a unity of meaning within

her stories. They simply disagree about what it is. About

other kinds of unity within her work they are more uncertain.

A major part of the problem is how one looks for that

meaning and unity. Warren's method of analyzing Porter's

technique seems to offer a good chance of successful dis-

covery, and has the additional advantage of revealing the

complexities of the technique itself. In fact, Warren's

early criticism of Porter's work uncovers a unity not only

of meaning but of technique as well. An adequate discussion

of Porter's technique and meaning is difficult, however,

because the two are so interrelated. Her work is comprised

of three parts--subject, technique, and meaning. The con-

trolling subject, or central concern, of Porter's short

stories requires a particular technique if she is to reveal

her meaning. The three parts are intimately related and

together form a characteristic whole. In its generalities,

this formula is no different than that developed by all

good writers, and by many inferior ones. The value is in

discovering the particularities of Katherine Anne Porter's

method.
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The core of Katherine Anne Porter's work is a "delicate

8
balancing of rival considerations" specifically designed

to reveal to the reader the complexity and ambiguity of truth.

Truth in this sense is not simply the reality of facts or

the absence of falsehood, but the additional reality of am-

bivalent feelings and of conscious and subconscious motives.

Truth, Porter suggests, is the sum total of the complexi-

ties and ambiguities of any situation or human relationship.

Thus appearance versus reality is one of the major themes

in Porter's stories.

Not all of Porter's characters seek the truth about

what happens to them, or the truth behind what they do.

Some, such as Mrs. Whipple in "He" and the Hallorans in

"A Day's Work," are prevented from doing so by their life-

long habits of accepting the appearance for the reality.

Others, such as Mr. Thompson in "Noon Wine" and Laura in

"Flowering Judas," try but either fail or cannot face the

truth once they discover it. Some, such as Miranda, spend

a lifetime consciously seeking the truth about what happens

to them and the truth of what they do to themselves and to

one another. Finally, characters such as the idiot boy of

"He" and Ottilie of "Holiday" are too inarticulate to express

their complex emotions. All of Porter's characters fail

in some way to apprehend the reality of their situations

because they dther cannot see the complexities and ambigui-

ties, or because they refuse to see them. That apprehension
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is most often left to the reader. And Katherine Anne Porter's

technique deliberately provides the means for that apprehen-

sion.

Porter's technique is complex because the apprehension

of truth is complex. It is complex because the truth it-

self is ambiguous. The ambiguity in Katherine Anne Porter's

stories, then, is not accidental, but deliberate--deliberate

because after carefully balancing the rival considerations,

she does not resolve the paradoxes and contradictions she finds

in life. Although her stories are her means of giving form

to life, she believes it is essentially formless. She has

said, "My own habit of writing fiction has provided a whole-

some exercise to my incurable tendency to try to wrangle the

sprawling mess of our existence in this bloody world into

some kind of shape."9 The ambiguity within her stories im-

plies her acceptance of what her characters try to deny--

that "truth . . . is not an absolute, but inheres in the

dialectic of the life-process." 0

Warren, in his early essay, discusses the contrasts

and contradictions, the tensions and ambiguities in Porter's

story "Flowering Judas." He maintains that in all of

Katherine Anne Porter's stories there is

the same underlying structure of contrast and tension,
the same paradoxical problems of definition, the same
delicate balancing of rival considerations, the same
scrupulous development of competing claims to attention
and action, the same inter-play of the humorous and
the serious, the same refusal to take the straight
line, the formula, through the material at hand.11
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In.a later review of The Collected Stories, Warren speaks

of the "peculiar sense of a complex but severely balanced

form" and the "peculiar severity of the dialectic of her

form."12 George Core has picked up Warren's suggestions and

connected them with a deliberate use of ambiguity:

There is also [in Porter's stories] the related use
of deliberate ambiguity which is reminiscent of what
Ivor Winters has called the "formula of alternative
possibilities" in discussing Hawthorne's fiction. Mr.
Warren has stressed this element in his emphasis on
Miss Porter's charaj eristic use of the "provisional
resolution" .

Although other critics have referred to that technique noted

by Warren and Core, none has used the proposition as the

basis for an extended study of Porter's short fiction.

Warren's use of the term dialectic evidently refers

to his earlier use of the phrase "delicate balancing of

rival considerations," and he implies that the essence of

Katherine Anne Porter's technique is dialectic. The term

is applicable to Porter's technique if a distinction is made

between it and the Hegelian dialecticism of thesis, anti-

thesis, and synthesis. In Porter's technique there is no

synthesis because there is no final solution. Most often

there is a provisional resolution whereby the character

resolves his conflict only temporarily and conditionally.

The ending generally proceeds from a combination of fate and

the character's own temperament; but it has a tentative quality

which indicates that the outcome is either incorrect or

incomplete. A certain amount of unresolved tension thus
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remains in the conclusion itself. Such a conclusion suggests

that it is subject to improvement, change, or reversal at

another time under altered circumstances, or perhaps even

under the same conditions. The endings of Porter's stories,

then, are not neatly-drawn conclusions in the conventional

sense, Consequently, Porter's method is dialectic only in

its presentation of rival considerations,

One other distinction must be made. Although Warren

refers to "the dialectic of form," dialectic presentation

more nearly describes her method of storytelling. She does

not argue; she presents. Her praise of Katherine Mansfield

is for that writer's scrupulous avoidance of theories and

panaceas, revealing Porter's own affinity for the writer whoa

states no belief, gives no motive, airs no theories,
but simply presents to the reader a situation, a place,
and a character, and there it is; and the emotional
content is present as implicitly as the germ in a grain
of wheat,14

With these distinctions in mind, one can correctly say that

Porter's balancing of rival considerations is a dialectic

technique, or dialectic presentation.

Katherine Anne Porter's dialectic rendering of the con-

flict in a story (whether presented as dramatic action or

emotional struggle) is deliberately devised to make the

reader feel, if not understand, the paradoxical nature of

life, The attempt to answer her own question, "What is

Truth?,"15 requires a rigorous balancing of the rival consi-

derations, an honest effort to apprehend the truth about
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life from all perspectives. Though she remains sceptical

of absolute knowledge of truth, her stories represent a

persistent search. But because she also seeks "to discover

and understand human motives, human feelings" and "to make

a distillation of . . . human relations and experiences 6

her stories are concerned primarily with the characters'

thoughts and emotions.

Although language is an important aspect of her method,

it is not the dominant one. Two other aspects of her tech-

nique are more characteristic of the dialectic presentation.

First, as Warren has demonstrated, her use of irony allows

the reader to perceive the disparity between the reality

and the appearance of what her characters say and do, The

characters, of course, remain unaware of the ironic impli-

cations, Thus, the reader apprehends the complexity and the

ambiguity, but the characters do not (Miranda is, at times,

the exception), Irony is also an integral part of the pro-

visional resolution, thereby revealing its ambiguity; the

ending of "Old Mortality" provides one of the best examples

of the tentative quality of Porter's provisional resolution.

The other characteristic method of dramatizing com-

plexity is vital to the dialectic presentation; it is, in

fact, the major aspect of that dialectic. All but three

of Katherine Anne Porter's stories are told in the third

person, but through the perspective of a character within

the story, a use of the central intelligence probably
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adapted from Henry James, whom she greatly admires. In

other words, the story is presented in the third person through

the mind of one of the characters, thus reflecting his per-

spective of the conflict. However, in order to set forth

the rival considerations, Porter will shift the perspective

to another character within the story. Thus, the conflict

is revealed to the reader through the mind of more than one

character, In this way, what is first revealed with apparent

simplicity resolves itself into a subtle complexity. Porter

uses this technique to reveal the contrasts and contradic-

tions not only of the dominant action, but also the charac-

ters' own inner conflicts. Subtle shifts in perspective may

occur several times within a story, as in "The Cracked

Looking-Glass."

In "Noon Wine" Porter uses the "formula of alterna-

tive possibilities" to which George Core refers. For example,

she carefully supplies three different reasons for Mr. Thomp-

son's violent act of murder; yet the implication is that all

three reasons together explain Thompson's action. A similar

means of balancing rival considerations is used in "Old

Mortality." In "Flowering Judas," where the perspective

is limited to one character, Porter still manages to balance

the rival considerations with the use of dreams and ironic

language. Her use of dreams, for example, elucidates for

the reader the subconscious ambivalences of which the

characters themselves are unaware. And her descriptions
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of characters and action deliberately juxtapose words of

contradictory meaning. A similar method, though more com-

plex, is used in "Pale Horse, Pale Rider." In fact, in those

stories in which the central character is intelligent and

emotionally sensitive, ironic language and dream sequences

are the principal means of revealing the complexities of the

given situation.

Each of Katherine Anne Porter's stories, then, is a

complication of contradictions. Everything she includes

or excludes seems to be chosen deliberately to reveal the

ambiguity, the contradictions, the paradoxes, and the com-

plexity of man's feelings and actions. Her characters ask

(some consciously, some unwittingly) the meaning, the truth

of what happens to them. Katherine Anne Porter asks also.

To discover what really happens, to discover the meaning of

what happens is to discover the truth, and truth in this

broad sense is an elusive abstraction. Because the truth

is complex, the technique for arriving at it is equally

complex, but it allows Porter to reveal rigorously and honest-

ly the paradoxical nature of the human condition,

Because Katherine Anne Porter's stories are an ex-

ploration of many human situations, each is an entity in

itself. A cohesive discussion of the stories, however,

requires some categorizing. Consequently, the following

groups of stories are somewhat arbitrarily based upon sub-

ject matter. The three short novels, 1 "Old Mortality,"
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"Noon Wine," and "Pale Horse, Pale Rider," form a unit be-

cause they express the most complete and explicit concern

with the truth of their immediate situations. "Flowering

Judas" is an excellent example of that group of stories which

deal with self-discovery. "The Cracked Looking-Glass" and

"A Day's Work" represent a group of stories based upon the

complexities of a relationship between individuals. Finally,

"He" and "Holiday" present rival considerations and con-

clusions about the desirability of life as opposed to death,

an interest which appears intermittently in much of Ka-

therine Anne Porter's work.

Although Katherine Anne Porter's immediate themes,

subjects, and situations are varied, her central concern

is that of Miranda, to know the truth of what happens.

Unlike the Miranda of "Old Mortality," however, Porter

objectively views the problem from all possible perspec-

tives. To explore this technique in each of her stories would

require a book-length discussion. One can, however, explore

the balancing of rival considerations in some of the best

known and most characteristic stories (those listed above)

and at least speculate about their paradoxical meanings.
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CHAPTER II

THE THREE SHORT NOVELS; AN EXPLICIT

CONCERN WITH TRUTH

"Old Mortality"

Of all Katherine Anne Porter's stories, "Old Mortality"

expresses the most explicit concern with truth. It is also

one of the two or three stories which most effectively de-

monstrates Porter's balancing of rival considerations. Pub-

lished in 1939 together with "Noon Wine" and the title story

in Pale Horse, Pale Riders Three Short Novels, "Old Mortality"

is basically the story of a young girl's search for personal

identity. Miranda's search is a natural one, wholly char-

acteristic of the adolescent growth which embodies a gradual

rejection of one's past in the struggle for independence

from family authority. "Old Mortality" presents itself

in three sections which indicate the passage of time as

well as changes in the characters' attitudes toward their

situations; the story as a whole is told in the third per-

son but limited primarily to the mind of Miranda.

From the beginning of the first section, Miranda is

confronted with a complex and ambiguous family legend that

fails to coincide with present realities, and her attempt

to separate the myth from the reality is never fully resolved.

15
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In Part I of "Old Mortality," Miranda the child is saturated

with the family myth and especially fascinated by the story

of her Aunt Amy. For Miranda the beloved "Aunt Amy belonged

to the world of poetry," and the "romance of Uncle Gabriel's

long, unrewarded love for her, her early death, was such a

story as one found in old books; unworldly books, but true."1

The legend insists that Aunt Amy was the most beautiful and

tragic young woman of her time and place, and that no suc-

cessor has yet appeared. Amy was full of life though frail

of health; she was loved by allcourted by many, and final-

ly won by her dashing cousin, Gabriel. Her tragedy was her

early death by consumption. The relics and memorabilia of

the past appear stale, colorless, and out of fashion to

Miranda and her older sister, Maria; but the living memory

of what they represent captivates the two girls. They lis-

ten in awe to the stories of their elders.

"Tell me again how Aunt Amy went away when she was
married." "She ran into gray cold and stepped into
the carriage and turned and smiled with her face as
pale as death, and called out 'Good-by, good-by,' and
refused her cloak, and said, 'Give me a glass of wine.'
And none of us saw her alive again" (p. 176).

Since Porter's obvious purpose is to suggest something

strange, ambiguous, and complex about the situation, Part I

of "Old Mortality" becomes as much Amy's story as Miranda's.

The story within a story enables Porter to reveal to the

reader the ambiguity in both situations; thus, the ambigui-

ties of the past reflect those of the present. The inability

to resolve the complexities of Amy's story foreshadows
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Miranda's inability to resolve her own, and implies that

neither is capable of complete resolution*

For example, Porter's presentation reveals Miranda's

uncertainty about both the past and the present. Captiva-

ted as Miranda is by the old stories, she does not really

question them, She simply resents her elders' insistence

upon the perfection of the past and its personages. Such

past perfection leaves little room for a young girl's dreams

of the future. With difficulty, then, Miranda tries to ig-

nore family comments about her bad disposition and freckled

face, and determines to grow up to be like the family beauty

of the legend. She sees Aunt Amy as a romantic embodiment

of the true past; but she regards Cousin Eva, the chinless

family wallflower, as a blot upon the family history who

must have belonged to the world of reality, "to the every-

day world of dull lessons to be learned, stiff shoes to be

limbered up" (p. 178). Thus, the reader becomes aware of

the ambiguities within Miranda's own mind about the nature

of reality. For, at this stage in her life, Miranda sees

not legend and fact, but two aspects of reality, one more

desirable than the other,

Additional complexities hamper Miranda's efforts to

understand herself, her past, and her present. Her simple,

childlike realism always intrudes, reminding her of the

discrepancies between the appearance of the past, with its

beauty and romance, and the reality of the present, with
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its ugly imperfections. But since her realism is the child's

simple logic,1 she cannot understand the disparities which

her sensitivity suspects. Whenever her father asserts that

there were never any fat ladies in their family, Miranda's

mind envisions the still living Great Aunt Eliza, "who, when

seated, was one solid pyramidal monument from floor to neck"

(p. 174). Very early in her life, then, Miranda is con-

fronted with the dichotomies between appearance and reality;

but even though her childishly honest perception discerns

the discrepancies between the two, her childlike faith

rests in the improbabilities of the legend.

In the second section of "Old Mortality," however,

Miranda experiences her first shock of recognition at the

disparity between the appearance and reality of things.

The family legend begins to crumble when reality intrudes

upon her own everyday world. She is at the races with her

father and sister, There Miranda meets for the first time

the romanticized Uncle Gabriel. He is definitely not the

Gabriel of family history. Uncle Gabriel is drunk, seedily

dressed and nearly bald--a shocking disappointment to the

girls. Here, in the flesh, is a contradiction to the ro-

mantic version. How can both versions be true?

The first shock is minor. compared to the one that

follows. Miranda's hope of being a delicate beauty having

died hard, she has since consoled herself with growing up

to be a jockey. She is still excited over having won a bet
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on Uncle Gabriel's horse, and notes for future use the calm

and graceful manner of the jockeys as they come off the

track, thinking to herself, "that was the way you came in

from a race, easy and quiet, whether you had won or lost"

(p. 199). A few minutes later, however, Miranda views an-

other side of victory. When she encounters Gabriel's horse,

with its heaving body and bleeding nose, she is horrified;

Miranda stood staring. That was winning, too. Herheart clinched tight; that was winning for Miss Lucy.
So instantly and completely did her heart reject thatvictory, she did not know when it happened, but she
hated it, and was ashamed that she had shed tears
for joy when Miss Lucy, with her bloodied nose and
bursting heart had gone past the judges' stand a neck
ahead (p. 199).

This instance of Porter's dialectic presentation is

wholly in keeping with the story's context and provides

Miranda with a concrete, visual example of complexity.

Miranda has already found out that where there is a winner,

there must also be a loser. But to win and lose at the

same time, to experience joy and pain simultaneously is a

paradox which Miranda cannot accept emotionally. The reality

consists of both. Yet, because Miranda cannot accept the

ambiguous whole, she rejects it entirely. Thus, her dreams

of becoming a jockey go the way of her earlier dreams of

becoming a beauty like Amy.

That Miranda still seeks a simple explanation of re-

ality is apparent in her later reactions toward Uncle Ga-

briel. Her subsequent visit to his home makes the reader

realize that by clinging to the romanticized version of
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the past, Gabriel has victimized himself, his second wife,

and their life together. Although made uneasy by this visit,

Miranda does not understand why. Instead, her concern is

with whether Uncle Gabriel is a real (the word is Miranda's)

drunkard. With this question, Miranda reveals her inabil-

ity to apprehend the complexities and ambiguities of the

day's problems. She still seeks a simple explanation for

events and people .

Part III of "Old Mortality" provides the counter-

balance to Part I and also reinforces the earlier hints

that the truth of the past is unknowable. Some years later,

when a grown-up Miranda meets the real Cousin Eva en route

home for Uncle Gabriel's funeral, a new and opposing view

of the past comes to light for Miranda's inspection. Cousin

Eva remembers Amy as a selfish, spoiled coquette who deli-

berately teased her suitors. She hints that Amy was unhappy

and sexually frustrated, and that she finally committed sui-

cide. This is a development for which the reader is pre-

pared, but which is new and disturbing to Miranda. Eva

contemptuously denounces Gabriel for the way he has treated

his second wife, making her live in the shadow of his mem-

ories of Amy and lie alone in a cold grave while he "sneaks

off to Texas to make his bed with Amy again." To Eva it is

a "kind of life-long infidelity" followed by an eternal

infidelity (p. 211). Eva, an ardent and professional fem-

inist, believes that Amy's behavior stemmed from the sexual
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and social inhibitions of her time. The story implies that

these same conditions were responsible for Eva's present

unmarried bitter state. Thus Miranda and the reader receive

another version of the truth of Amy's life.

However, Porter's repeated qualifications are not yet

complete, Even though Miranda distrusts the veracity of

the old romantic legend, she does not want to embrace the

new one either, She intuitively suspects that both explan-

ations are too simple, that neither is the whole truth, but

that both are romanticized impressions which cater to the

appearance of things.

There still remains, however, another version, one

related to the provisional resolution; and Porter's method

of revealing it is in keeping with the context and Miranda's

character. Hurt by her father's cold reception of her as

a prodigal daughter (briefly returned from a modern elope.

ment), Miranda feels alienated from and isolated by the

natural cohesiveness of the old order, represented by her

father and Cousin Eva. She wonders whether it is she who

has no place and no time. She resents the adults* insis-

tence that "she accept their version of life," and, yet,

she thinks "they could not tell her the truth, not in the

smallest thing" (p. 219). Deciding that she hates them both,

she vows to be free of them and not even to remember them.

The irony of her vow is only one among many ironies that

fill the final pages of "Old Mortality" and undercut all
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that Miranda says, Porter's ironic method is one means of

revealing the paradoxes and contradicitons of Miranda's

situation, complexities of which Miranda herself is only

dimly aware.

Consequently, with a final "who cares?" which reflects

not indifference, but failure to resolve the problem, Miranda

decides Whe will try no longer to distinguish between the

reality and the appearance of the past, but instead promises

to know the truth of what is happening in the present, She

has been reared to believe that life is a substance to be

used, to be shaped and molded according to the dictates of

the will. She believes in her own ability to shape her life

and to know the truth of what happens to her. But the story

does not end on this hopeful note. Instead, the final lines

imply the impossibility of Miranda's self-assigned task, and

at the same time reflect admiration for her courage

What is the truth, she asked herself as intently as if
the question had never been asked, the truth, even
about the smallest, the least important of all things
I must find out? . . . I don'twant any promises, I
won't have false hopes, I won't be romantic about my-
self. I can't live in their world any longer, she told
herself, listening to the voices back of her. Let them
tell their stories to each other, Let them go on ex-
plaining how things happened. I don't care. At least
I can know the truth about what happens to me, she as-
sured herself silently, making a promise to herself,
in her hopefulness, her ignorance (p. 221).

These last few lines sum up the paradoxes of Miranda's

own nature and her quest for truth. Even as she promises

not to have false hopes and not to be romantic about her-

self, she inherently manages to do both. Her promise is
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made "in her hopefulness, her ignorance." These last ironic

words imply that Miranda's search for the truth of what

happens to her is no more capable of attainment than was

her search for the truth of Amy's life, and for the same

reasons.

Porter's scrupulous development of contradictory facts

and concepts suggests that both versions of the past are a

part of the reality of Amy's life, but that ambiguities and

paradoxes make the whole truth unattainable. So it is with

Miranda's promise to know the truth about herself in the

present. But the full apprehension of life's inscrutability

is left solely to the reader. Although Miranda, sensitive

and inquiring, is the principal observer in many of Porter's

stories, she does not speak, finally, for Katherine Anne

Porter. At the conclusion of "Old Mortality," Miranda

apparently still believes in the attainment of truth as an

absolute. Yet, the final long ironic paragraph, especially

the last five words, suggest that truth is not absolute,

but relative. They imply that truth is always in the pro-

cess of being re-examined and reordered; above all, it is

ambiguous.

"Noon Wine"

"Noon Wine," the second of the three short novels in

Pale Horse, Pale Riders Three Short Novels, also has a

three-part structure, and is told in the third person through

the perspective of each of its principal characters. Its
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Similarly, this second story is a complication of contra-

dictions offering no concrete solutions to the problems it

poses. "The issue, here, as in 'Old Mortality,' is not

to be decided simply; it is, in a sense, left suspended, the

terms defined, but the argument left only at a provisional

resolution."2

The subject of "Noon Wine" is the nature of a violent

crime committed by a decent man. And the nature of that

crime involves a mixture of contradictory motives and am-

biguous facts. Together the motives and the physical de-

tails develop a complexity which resembles Hawthorne's

"formula of alternative possibilities." Yet, the difficul-

ties exist partially because Royal Earle Thompson fails in

his attempt to sift through the appearance of things for

the reality of motive.

A lazy man, prone to rationalizing his failures and

accustomed to thinking in banal generalities, Mr. Thompson's

vanity depends upon the appearance of things, upon what

looks right. His farm and, in a sense, his life are salvaged

for a temporary period by the labors of Mr. Helton, the

Swedish stranger who comes looking for a job. Thompson

welcomes the other man's labor. And Helton brings hope to

Mrs. Thompson, a woman who wants desperately to believe in

her husband but can't, and who wants also to believe that

tomorroww, or at least the day after, life, such a battle
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at best," will get better.3 Hope, however, is not destined

for a permanent position in the Thompsons' lives. When

Mr. Hatch comes suddenly to reclaim Mr. Helton for the men-

tal asylum from which he has escaped, Thompson comes face

to face with himself in another guise. For, Hatch is also

the man of the glib cliche, the law-and-order man who places

his trust in the appearance of things. It is this concern

for appearances with which Hatch tries to influence Thomp-

son, How would it look to the neighbors if they knew Thomp-

son were harboring an escaped mental patient who had, in a

fit of temporary insanity, murdered his own brother? Mr.

Thompson is confused and outraged by this unfamiliar com-

plication, yet cannot draw the connection between himself

and Hatch. Thompson is also subconsciously reluctant to

give up Helton. His vision blurs in the heat of the Texas

noon. And when he thinks he sees Hatch slice upward with

a knife into Helton's stomach, Royal Earle Thompson picks

up an ax and brings it down on Hatch's head.

Though legally acquitted of murder, Mr. Thompson feels

compelled to traverse the countryside explaining his actions

to all who will listen. His period of agonized guilt and

vain efforts to revisualize the murder scene are of no

avail. Try as he will, Thompson cannot understand how he

had seen a non-existent knife. The inability to explain

his actions weighs upon him, and thence upon his wife and

sons. Mrs. Thompson not only suffers from the belief that
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her husband is a murderer, but must also cope with her own

guilt, acquired because she has acquiesced in a lie to pro-

tect her husband. As so frequently happens in Katherine

Anne Porter's stories, the conscious and subconscious merge

in fitful dreams. When Thompson startles up from sleep,

his wife is jerked screaming from what the reader suspects

is her own fitful nightmare, and the Thompson sons rush

into the room with accusing eyes directed toward their father.

Neither Mrs. Thompson nor her sons have witnessed the ac-

tual death scene; yet Mr. Thompson's subsequent behavior

augments their unsettling suspicions. Any hope the Thomp-

sons may have had of discovering the truth of what has oc-

curred are destroyed completely now, and Royal Earle Thomp-

son takes his last walk to the fields and blows his head

off.

The contrasts and contradictions in "Noon Wine" occur

not only in the action, but in the characters' personal-

ities as well. Although there is no single ironic narrator

in "Noon Wine," there is much irony involving the ambiguity

of the characters' emotions and the complexity of their sit-

uations. A perspective which shifts back and forth between

the minds of Mr. and Mrs. Thompson enables Porter to achieve

a subtly paradoxical effect.

For example, the Thompsons* problems are the result of

their characters and the chance occurrences of fate. There

is ample evidence within the story itself to suggest that
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the rigid moral precepts which prevent Mrs. Thompson from

wholeheartedly telling the lie and thus alleviating her hus-

band's guilt feelings reflect an uncertain and timid nature.

Her movements and mannerisms, while partially the result of

ill health, are also reflections of timidity. One such in-

stance of her timidity shows up when she anticipates prob-

lems with Helton. Fearing a distasteful confrontation, she

walks carefully toward the milk house1 "trying to harden her

mind to speak very plainly to that new hired man if he had

not done his work" (p. 226). She hesitates to correct a

son because she will be "duty-bound to send him away from

the table, and growing children need their meals" (p. 230).

Another instance of her uncertainty is reflected when Helton

becomes angry with the children;

Mrs. Thompson tried to imagine what they had been up
to; she did not like the notion of Mr. Helton taking it
on himself to correct her little boys, but she was afraid
to ask them for reasons. They might tell her a lie,and she would have to overtake them in it, and whip
them. Or she would have to pretend to believe them,
and they would get in the habit of lying. Or they might
tell the truth, and it would be something she would
have to whip them for (p. 238).

Not only are Mrs. Thompson's difficulties the result

of a natural timidity, but her sense of moral and parental

duty conflicts with her natural kindness and sympathy. Her

duty is too rigid, her sympathy too flexible. The two, as

they exist in Mrs. Thompson, are antithetical; thus inde-

cisiveness results. Here Porter's irony is most effective.

Mrs. Thompson's one decisive act, to acquiesce in her husband's
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lie that she witnessed the catastrophe, is her undoing and

Mr. Thompson's as well. She immediately regrets that act,

and her agony of guilt over the lie compounds Thompson's

own guilt feelings; he stands doubly condemned in the eyes

of them both.

Telling part of the story through the characters' minds

enables Porter to call attention objectively to their chang-

ing attitudes toward their situation and those involved.

For instance, when Mrs. Thompson becomes uneasy at the farm-

hand's anger with her boys for playing with his harmonicas,

she regards the indident as "that kind of queer thing that

seems to be giving a warning" (p. 23?). However, after

Helton and Hatch are both dead, Mrs. Thompson remembers the

farmhand as one "who had always been so quiet and harmless,"

and she realizes that "she would never have had that ice-

box if Mr. Helton hadn't happened along one day, just by the

strangest luck; so saving, so managing, so good" (p. 259).

The reader gradually begins to understand that Mrs. Thomp-

son's silent condemnation of her husband is the result of

her rigid moral precepts, her inability to believe in Thomp-

son's competence, and her realization of Helton's positive

effect upon her life. Ironically, Mrs. Thompson seems willing

to accept the part chance plays in their good fortune, but

denies its part in their bad luck. For that she blames

her husband,
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Just as contrasts and contradicitons of character are

depicted, so are the complexities of the story's action.

The ironic parallels between the murder Helton has committed

and the one Thompson commits during the progress of the story

are deliberately presented as somehow mysterious and dis-

embodied. Hatch tells Mr. Thompson that Helton committed

murder because "he had went crazy with the heat." Yet, the

ostensible motive was anger at his brother for breaking a

harmonica. While recounting the story, Hatch comments to

Mr. Thompson, "Now you know he musta been crazy to get all

worked up Over a little thing like that." Yet, Thompson

gets worked up over Hatch's excessive joviality and his abil-

ity to twist the meaning of Thompson's words. Just a page

later in the story, Thompson thinks to himself, "he felt he

was really suffering from the heat" (p. 252).

As his resentment toward Hatch intensifies, Thompson

tries to fix its source, and in the process he imagines a

possible solution to his problems

What was this fellow driving at? What was he trying to
say: It wasn't so much his words, but his looks and
his way of talking: that droopy look in the eye, that
tone of voice, as if he was trying to mortify Mr.
Thompson about something. Mr. Thompson didn't like it,
but he couldn't get hold of it either. He wanted to
turn around and shove the fellow off the stump, but it
wouldn't look reasonable. Suppose something happened
to the fellow when he fell off the stump, just for in-
stance, if he fell on the ax and cut himself, and then
someone should ask Mr. Thompson why he shoved him, and
what could a man say? It would look mighty funny, it
would sound mighty strange, Well him and me fell out
over a plug of tobacco. He might just shove him any-
how and then tell people he was a fat man not used to
the heat and while he was talking he got dizzy and fell
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off by himself, or something like that, and it wouldn't
be the truth either, because it wasn't the heat and it
wasn't the tobacco (p. 250).

The passage is another instance of Porter's method of showing

the confusion and uncertainty in her characters as well as

the ambiguity of motive and event.

The truth which Mr. Thompson now, and later, so as-

siduously seeks is, of course, the truth of his own guilt

or innocence. Here, as elsewhere, Porter points up ambi-

guity and paradox. All the psychological possibilities for

the murder are made available to the reader, including Thomp-

son's own fantasy of pushing Hatch off the stump and imagin-

ing the possibility of an accidental injury. The reader

knows that Thompson intuitively dislikes Hatch and he knows

why, though Thompson does not. Details in the story imply

that the excessive heat affects Thompson's behavior, just

as it may have affected Helton when he murdered his brother

years before. Another implication is that the knife which

Mr. Thompson thinks he sees Hatch drive into Helton's sto-

mach is only the sun's glare on the handcuffs.

This natural marshalling of possibilities suggests the

"formula of alternative possibilities." The difference in

Porter's use of the technique and Hawthorne's is that Porter's

is only one aspect of a complete balancing of rival consider-

ations, directed toward an eventual acceptance of ambiguity

and paradox as the only reality and the only truth which

one is capable of knowing. In "Noon Wine,," the implication
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is that all of the possible motives--temporary insanity,

self-defense,, protection of personal interests, and instinc-

tive hatred of the stranger and the evil he represents--

are responsible for Mr. Thompson's act. However, the Thomp-

sons' moral code is based upon simplicities, and to their

minds, no matter what really happened, "he had killed Mr.

Hatch, and he was a murderer. That was the truth about him-

self that Mr. Thompson couldn't grasp, even when he said

the word to himself" (p. 261). The paradox is that Thomp-

son is innocent, yet guilty. His misfortune is that he seeks

a simple explanation for his actions. But banal generalities

and tidy appearances will not explain what has happened.

Neither Mr. Thompson nor his wife can accept the ambiguity

of their situation. For Mr. Thompson, then, death is his

way out of complexity.

"Pale Horse, Pale Rider"

Katherine Anne Porter's third short novel is the title

story, "Pale Horse, Pale Rider." In it ahe reintroduces

the semi-autobiographical character, Miranda. Here is

Miranda as a young adult--independent and self-supporting.

She has rejected her family and past, and with it whatever

stability and order they might have provided; she must cope with

her problems alone. To do so is difficult. Experience has

taught her that life is contradictory; yet she has not been

able to adjust to the complexities. Instead, she has become

disillusioned, defensive, and sceptical of wholehearted
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commitment. Her sophisticated veneer is a protective device,

a mask she must wear to hide her inner fears and tensions.

It is a part of the Hemingway code of the time, which insists

that, as Miranda says, there shall be no "tooth-gnashing,

no hair-tearing"; one must achieve the proper tone.

The plot is simple. The time is about 1918. Miranda,

now grown and a working reporter, has fallen in love with

a young soldier named Adam, who is receiving combat training

in the city. The first World War is raging abroad; and in

the city, an influenza epidemic is taking its own toll.

Fearful of losing Adam in combat, Miranda instead loses him

to the illness, which he contracts from her. The structure

is equally simple. The story is divided into three sections,

"each section presenting action of an increasingly psycho-

logical kind."5 The first section introduces Miranda and

takes her up to the point of her physical collapse; the se-

cond describes her dreams and hallucinatory visions as she

lies ill in her room; and the final section dramatizes her

hospital experience. Here the simplicity of the story ends.

Everything else--the language, the events, and the imagery--

becomes nightmarish as well as ambiguous and paradoxical.

Within this deceptive simplicity, Katherine Anne Porter

manages to encompass several thematic motifs--social, psycho-

logical, and moral, Although the themes are inter-woven,

the story can be read as a love story or as the "dramatiza-

tion of Miranda's deathwish." The third-person limited
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narration, with its extensive use of dreams, is almost like

interior monologue. And though the story contains direct

dialogue, much of the inner conflict unfolds through a series

of dreams and half-dreams that resemble stream of conscious-

ness. The predominant point of view, then, is always Miranda's.

Evidently, Porter is more concerned with Miranda's emotional

state than with plot development; indeed, the depressing tone

and foreboding atmosphere of the story render it more an

evocative mood piece that a short novel in the conventional

sense, The dialogue nearly always reveals Miranda's conscious

attitudes, and the authorial narration and the dream se-

quences explore her subconscious, In both the conscious

and subconscious, the foreboding, painful, and d pressing

atmosphere relate directly to a preoccupation with death.

Likewise, the extensive imagery in the story--from the be-

ginning with its image of the "lank greenish stranger" to

the ending with its vision of a disillusioned Lazarus--

is built upon a preoccupation with death.

The contrasts and contradicitions in "Pale Horse, Pale

Rider" are a series of disturbing oppositions which inter-

fere with Miranda's successful conduct of her life. Simply

stated, these oppositions are love and hate, health and

illness, peace and war, and life and death; and they repre-

sent Porter's reflection of the world's duality. These

opposites exist both internally in Miranda's mind and ex-

ternally in the real world. To begin with, Miranda's own
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attitudes and feelings are ambivalent. She both fears death

and desires it as a means of release from an imperfect world.

She both desires love and fears to commit herself to it,

In fact, she gives strong evidence of having fought hard

to avoid falling in love with Adam. And even though her

emotional uncertainty stems from both the world's cataclys-

mic events and her own personal problems and physical ill-

ness, she can blame the war for everything.

At the outset of "Pale Horse, Pale Rider," the reader

enters Miranda's consciousness via the first of a series of

dreams. The imagery immediately establishes the moods

Miranda's "heart was a stone lying upon her breast outside

of her."7 The metaphor subtly suggests what later becomes

more obvious--a simultaneous physical and emotional pain.

Miranda's preoccupation with death is introduced in this

opening dream. She meets the "lank greenish stranger,"

death, and prepares to cross bridges with him in a horse-

back ride--the ultimate journey that she does not mean to

take at this time. While the this time indicates that

Miranda's desire for death is not yet wholehearted, it si-

multaneously implies that the desire for death may yet be

forthcoming. Paradoxically, Miranda is still unwilling

to leave the "pit of sleep," which foreshadows the "bottom-

less pit" of death in a later dream. This first dream, then,

establishes Miranda's ambiguous desire for and fear of death.
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As Miranda wakes with a headache to begin her day, the

reader begins to feel the influence of death in the real

world He learns that Miranda's day-to-day existence is

one of "disturbing oppositions" where psychological survival

has become a "series of feats of sleight of hand" (p. 271).

Miranda's conscious life is depressive, full of forebodings

and "barely-concealed death-wishes."8 This desire for death

is suggested in several ways. For instance, she can for-

get the war "in sleep and only sleep." A more obvious

allusion to the death-wish occurs when, after waking from

her dream about the pale rider, Miranda turns over in a tub

of soothing water and wishes she might fall asleep, there,

to wake up only when it was time to sleep again (p. 274).

Miranda associates her vague physical and emotional

uneasiness with the War. She not only fears that her be-

loved Adam will be killed but sees him as a sacrificial

lamb. She thinks of him as already dead and lost to her.

The War frightens her; and as she tries to make Adam see it

with her vision, she confesses that for her

the worst of war is the fear and suspicion and the
awful expression in all the eyes you meet . . . as if
they had pulled down the shutters over their minds and
their hearts and were peering out at you, ready to leap
if you make one gesture or say one word they do not
understand instantly, It frightens me; I live in fear
too, and no one should have to live in fear. It's the
skulking about and the lying. It's what war does to
the mind and the heart, Adam, and you can't separate
these two--what it does to them is worse than what it
can do to the body (p. 294),

The correctness of her estimate is, of course, that ultimately
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the War devastates her civilian mind and heart, while the

influenza kills the soldier,

Miranda, in addition to being fearful of the very real

possibility of Adam's death in the war, also has Vague and

disturbing premonitions of some unnameable disaster. She

tells Adam that "there's something terribly wrong," and later

she thinks to herself, "This is the beginning of the end

of something. Something terrible is going to happen to me.

I shan't need bread and butter where I'm going. . . . Oh,

Adam, I hope I see you once more before I go under with what-

ever is the matter with me" (p. 290). Quite literally the

"whatever" that is the matter with Miranda is the influenza,
but there remains in the atmosphere of the story a vague

fear that the "something terribly wrong" is an emotional

disaster of appalling proportions.

Although the second section of "Pale Horse, Pale Rider"

is not specifically designated as such, it begins rather

abruptly after the first section has simply trailed off.

As Miranda's illness progresses, her dreams become more

feverish and increasingly well tip from her ambivalent desire

for and fear of death. In this second dream, her mind first

wanders back to the past to "another place she had known

first and loved best," a mossy riverbank covered with crushed

water herbs. But the peaceful riverbank becomes a tangled

jungle, "a writhing terribly alive and secret place of death,"

and Miranda boards her jungle ship of death for a second
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ride with the stranger (pp. 298-299). The passage is char-

acteristic of Porter's complex presentation. The changing

riverbank represents Miranda's ambivalent feelings about

life and death. But the "writhing terribly alive" jungle

also recalls the first dream's memories of home, where every-

one is "tangled together like badly cast fishing lines."

The imagery reflects Miranda's confusion about the paradoxi-

cal condition of childhood, and is another rendition of

Porter's "fiery furnace of childhood," where family ties

provide both security and confusion. At any rate, with

this second dream Miranda seems more prepared to complete

her second metaphorical journey toward death, but the sounds

of agitated voices drag her up from the subconscious.

In her next dream, Miranda actively seeks death as a

means of saving Adam. She watches horrified as Apollo's

arrows strike her lover down, only to see him rise up each

time. But when she proclaims her rightful turn to die and

"angrily and selfishly" throws herself in front of Adam,

the arrows penetrate her body and his. Adam is not resur-

rected this time, but Miranda is. The significance of this

dream vision is, of course, the foreshadowing of Adam's

death not by war but by the influenza he contracts while

nursing Miranda. Figuratively, then, in both the subconscious

world of dreams and the conscious world of reality, Miranda

is the agent of Adam's death.
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The final dream sequence is a combination of two pri-

mary dreams and a number of half-dreams that merge the real

and the unreal. Here Porter reaches the height of imagerial

creativity. This final dream sequence is four and one-half

pages long, and it traces Miranda's last descent into the

"bottomless pit" of death, her ultimate and individualistic

vision of paradise, and her reluctant return to the real

world as a disillusioned Lazarus, In her feverish state of

mind Miranda views a scene which is probably real but which

she, in her illness, experiences asan aspect of her dream

world. When two white-clad doctors (executioners to Miranda's

mind) lead a bent and weeping old man who cries that "the crime

of which he was accused did not merit the punishment he was

about to receive" (p. 308), the reader realizes that this

lament reflects Miranda's own suppressed feelings that the

punishment is not only death, but life. And immediately

following this half-dream, comes the declaration that

the road to death is a long march beset with all evils,
and the heart fails little by little at each new terror,
the bones rebel at each step, the mind sets up its own
bitter resistance and to what end? The barriers sink
one by one, and no covering of the eyes shuts out the
landscape of disaster, nor the sight of crimes committed
there (p. 309).

"The road to death" suggests the journey to the bottomless

pit, but it also can refer to the prior journey through the

cruel and enigmatic paradoxes of life itself. As if to re-

mind the reader of those paradoxes, Dr. Hildesheim becomes

the Bosche to Miranda's feverish mind, thus merging the
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invidious propaganda of her conscious life with her sub-

conscious fear of death.

The final vision of this last dream sequence is the most

beautiful example of imagery in the entire story, The irony

here is that in the midst of a totally depressive and dis-

illUsioned atmosphere, a beatific vision imparts a peaceful

and optimistic aura. In a passage reflecting the authorial

tone, Miranda vanquishes the last vestiges of fear of the

unknown and then relinquishes

all notions of the mind, the reasonable inquiries of
doubt, all ties of blood and the desires of the heart
and there remained of her only a minute fiercely burning
particle of being that knew itself alone, that relied
upon nothing beyond itself for its strength not sus-
ceptible to any appeal or inducement, being itself
composed entirely of one single motive, the stubborn
will to live, This fiery motionless particle set itself
unaided to resist destruction, to survive and to be in
its own madness of being, motiveless and planless beyond
that one essential end. Trust me, the hard unwinking
angry point of light said. Trust me. I stay (pp. 310-311).

This poetic imagery reflects not Miranda's will to live,

but is instead an imaginative description of the life force,

of man's essence, Ironically, then, it is not Miranda's

wish for death which enables her to see her paradise, but it

is this life force, this "fiercely burning particle of being"

which expands and curves out into the rainbow through which

she has her beatific vision.

But once Miranda has her vision, her peaceful and

optimistic mood does not endure. When she discovers that

the dead do not exist in paradise, she returns to the painful
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world in search of Adam, whom she has consistently thought

of as already dead. The beatific vision, coupled with

Miranda's discovery that the dead are not in paradise, im-

plies that the real world houses the dead. Thus, Adam's

death later in the story completes the biblical analogy-

that in death is life.

Though Miranda is the central intelligence of the story,

ironic ambiguity engages the reader in complexities which

Miranda does not apprehend; in this sense both technique

and character are similar to those of "Old Mortality."

Even though she is older and supposedly wiser, Miranda still

seeks the simple explanation for the truth of what happens

to her. Thus, "Pale Horse, Pale Rider" is more than an

account of the world's destructiveness. the indictment is

only one aspect of Katherine Anne Porter's balancing of

rival considerations. It is not Porter who puts the blame

for all of Miranda's difficulties on external conditions.

Miranda herself does that.

The context of "Pale Horse, Pale Rider" provides verbal

indications that perhaps Miranda's excessive fear of and

desire for death stem as much from her temperament as from

any external conditions. For example, when Miranda traces

the "insidious career of her headache," she settles upon the

most readily apparent cause. To her mind, "it seemed reason-

able to suppose it had started with the war" (p. 274).

Though Miranda is here being a bit sarcastic, she does place
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credence in her suggestion. The ironic indicator is seemed

reasonable; the irony is, of course, that Miranda's headache

is partially the result of the illness of which she is still

unaware. It can, however, be the psychosomatic expression

of her inner tensions. This scene is an explicit part of

the appearance-versus-reality motif, and it warns that

Miranda may not be the most reliable witness about the right-

ness of her feelings or the truth of what is happening to

her.

A similar indication of excessive sensitivity occurs

in Miranda's encounter with an actor whom she has panned

in her newspaper review. The man's tearful accusations are

inordinately upsetting to Miranda. Afterward, she sits on

the street curb and tells her fellow reporter Chuck that

there's too much of everything in this world just now,
I'd like to sit down here on the curb, Chuck, and never
again see--I wish I could lose my memory and forget
my own name. . , . I wish--(p. 289).

Chuck's pragmatic response to Miranda is that "you bring it

on yourself." Although Chuck means that Miranda's method

of harsh reviewing is unnecessary, the ambiguous meaning

deliberately establishes a rival consideration, another

possible cause of Miranda's fear and depression. That other

cause is, of course, Miranda's own highly sensitive and emo-

tional nature. The inference is that Miranda's sensitivity

is disproportionately excessive. One distinctly feels that

Miranda's intense disturbance at the encounter with the actor

would have occurred had there been no war and no Adam.
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Elsewhere in the story, the reader encounters still

another ambiguous phrase. Miranda and Adam have gone to the

theater together to attend a play which Miranda must review.

Their eyes meet and, then, "a deep tremor set up in Miranda,

and she set about resisting herself methodically as if she

were closing windows and doors and fastening down curtains

against a rising storm" (p. 292). The complexity of mean-

ing in this one description reflects physical, emotional,

and psychological disturbance. Miranda's tremor is the body's

reaction to illness. But it is also the physiological expres-

sion of the emotionalism which she struggles to contain.

The entire passage is a description of Miranda's efforts to

fight down her rising hysteria. It also represents her

repeated efforts to avoid wholehearted commitment; she is

fighting hard against falling in love with Adam. And the

shutting of doors and fastening of windows foreshadows

Miranda's stoicism at the end of the story.

A final example of Miranda's temperament and the para-

dexical state of her world appears near the end of "Pale

Horse, Pale Rider," When Miranda emerges from her illness,

the world appears colorless and lifeless. It is a world of

the living dead. As she prepares to renew her life in

stoical but bitter fashion, she makes a list of the things

she will needs

Miranda, sitting up before the mirror, wrote
carefully: "One lipstick, medium, one ounce flask
Bois d'Hiver perfume, one pair of gray suede gauntlets



without straps, two pairs gray sheer stockings without
clocks--"

Towney, reading after her, said, "Everything
without something so that it will be almost impossible
to get?"

"Try it, though," said Miranda, "they're nicer
without. One walking stick of silvery wood with a sil-
ver knob."

"That's going to be expensive," warned Towney.
"Walking is hardly worth it."

"You're right," said Miranda . . . (p. 316).

This conversation points to Miranda's desire for the per-

fection of life--"everything without something so that it

will be impossible to get"--joy without pain, love without

hate or fear, life without death. Certainly life would be

"nicer without" the imperfections; and stoicism may offer a

way of bearing life's harsher realities. But the stoic

avoids an excess of pain by first avoiding an excess of

joy. Such, however, is evidently to become Miranda's solu-

tion for future living. Yet, the last sentence of the

story--"now there would be time for everything"--provides

an ironic counterbalance to Miranda's stoicism.

True, Miranda has had no control over her world's exter-

nal events; but because of her very nature neither has she

been able to fully enjoy what she has when she has had it.

The war has ended now. The influenza epidemic has subsided.

But the death of love has shattered Miranda's last illusion.

The irony is that now that there is time for everything,

nothing of value remains; and time itself has become insig-

dificant.



The critic Charles Allen wonders about Miranda "whether

the evil which she observes in the world outside may not

be largely a projection of the depressed spirit inside,"

and he sees the ending of "Pale Horse, Pale Rider" as "a

final statement of her need to deny 'the cold light of to-

morrow.'"9  Allen's assessment is correct as far as it goes.

However, the evil that does exist in the world further dam-

ages the spirit of an intensely sensitive young woman.

Therefore, the internally depressed spirit and the inevi-

table evil of the outside world are ambiguously interwoven,

The ironic ending, however, implies, as does the entire con-

text, that the perfection Miranda seeks is unattainable.

Her last and greatest commitment has come to nothing. Per-

haps the act of living ought not merit the puishment it

receives; yet love and hate, life and death, joy and pain

are inextricably commingled. In her bitter rejection of

everything, Miranda does not necessarily speak for Katherine

Anne Porter. One can justifiably detest war and hate and

pain. But until their paradoxical connection with love and

life and joy ceases, one cannot reject one side of the coin

without rejecting the coin itself. To do so would make one

poor indeed, The reader suspects that Miranda's stoicism

may make life more bearable, but that it may rob her of even

that modicum of joy with which she began in "Old Mortality,"

In the conclusion of "Pale Horse, Pale Rider," as in most of

Porter's stories, irony literally has the last word; and it
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serves notice that any resolution is ambiguous and pro-

visional at best,
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CHAPTER III

SELF DISCOVERY

"Flowering Judas"

"Flowering Judas" is much like "Pale Horse, Pale Rider"

in the creation and maintenance of a tense atmosphere evoca-

tive of personal involvement, Also as in "The Jilting of

Granny Weatherall" and "Theft," its central conflict exists

solely in the protagonist's mind. Unlike Porter's other

stories, "Flowering Judas" is told almost entirely in the

present tense, The action, however, with the exception

of that which occurs in a dream at the conclusion, is re-

trospective and comes to the reader through the heroine's

memories,

The symbolism of "Flowering Judas" has attracted nearly

all of Porter's critics, but Ray B. West, Jr. has provided

the most exegetic account of its sources and significance.1

According to West, the title of "Flowering Judas," and

perhaps the theme, is from T. S. Eliot's "Gerontion," in

which an old man complains that he has lost his "sight,

smell, hearing, taste, and touch." Katherine Anne Porter,

says West, has evidently taken Eliot's use of the pagan

ritual in which participants drink the blood of a slain

tiger in order to assume its strength and courage; and,



like Eliot, she has combined this ritual with elements of

the Christian sacrament and a popular legend that the Flo-

wering Judas tree is the one from which Judas Iscariot

hanged himself. Such details as West provides are enlighten-

ing, but the symbolic diagrams which he draws are hardly

necessary to the understanding of Porter's story. For, as

James Johnson has remarked, the symbols in Katherine Anne

Porter's stories "operate on the most direct level and where

she intends a multiplicity of meaning, Miss Porter almost

always tells the reader " The symbolism in "Flowering

Judas," like that in "Pale Horse, Pale Rider," is primarily

intended to create atmosphere and heighten the tension.

But it also illuminates those meanings already established

within the context of the story. The method is character-

istic of Porter's use of symbolism.

The plot itself is simple, like that of "Pale Horse,

Pale Rider"; yet it, too, exists in a complication of con-

tradictions. Laura is a young woman, convent-trained in

the Southwest, who has broken with her religious past and

come to Mexico to live. Her chief means of economic sup-

port is teaching small children, but her primary emotional

sustenance has come from serving a revolution. Now she,

like the other revolutionaries, exists by the sufferance

of their leader, Braggioni. Almost the entire story occurs

with Laura tensely enduring, yet silently rejecting, Brag-

gioni's advances, while she simultaneously reflects upon
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her past disillusionments and her present fears. In this

manner, the reader learns that Laura loathes Braggioni,

yet fears to let him know her feelings. She courageously

has faced immediate danger by carrying messages back and

forth between revolutionaries in hiding and in prison, yet

lacks the courage to accept her disillusions with her way

of life and thus change it. She has the opportunity to save

one of the prisoners whom she probably loves, but she lacks

the courage to sacrifice herself in his behalf. Not until

the conclusion, in a dream, is the full meaning of Laura's

conflict crystallized, though the conflict itself is never

resolved,

The contrasts, contradictions, and tensions in "Flo-

wering Judas" reflect both the ambiguous nature of Laura's

dilemma and the paradoxical nature of the revolutionary world

in which she lives. Irony is Porter's chief means of un-

veiling these complexities. The contradictions begin with

the opening characterization of Braggioni. To Laura, Brag-

gioni "has become a symbol of her many disillusions, for a

revolutionist should be lean, animated by heroic faith,

a vessel of abstract ideas."3 Instead, the man is a "glut-

tonous bulk," "cruel to everyone," "vain of his talents,"

and a lover of luxury. His position carries its own kind

of power, and he tells Laura that "this power brings with

it the blameless ownership of things, and the right to in-

dulge his love of small luxuries" (p. 93). The contradic-

tions between the abstract ideal of a revolutionist and the
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reality of the man himself are contained in the following

ironic passage s

Braggioni loves himself with such tenderness and
amplitude and eternal charity that his followers--for
he is a leader of men, a skilled revolutionist, and his
skin has been punctured in honorable warfare--warm
themselves in the reflected glow, and say to each others
"He has a real nobility, a love of humanity raised
above mere personal affections" (p. 91).

And when Braggioni's revolutionaries are forced to rot in

jail or hide away in "mildewed houses," he believes it does

them good to "sweat a little," for next time they will be

more careful.

In the following passage, Porter's irony again uncovers

the incongruities of one who fights for the poor and simul-

taneously uses them and makes himself comfortable off their

miserys

Once he was called Delgadito by all the girls and
married women who ran after him; he was so scrawny all
his bones showed under his thin cotton clothing, and he
could squeeze his emptiness to the very backbone with
his two hands, He was a poet and the revolution was
only a dream then; too many women loved him and sapped
away his youth, and he could never find enough to eat
anywhere, anywhere! Now he is a leader of men, crafty
men who wait for hours outside his office for a word
with him, emaciated men with wild faces who waylay him
at the street gate with a timid, "Comrade, let me tell
you . . ." and they blow the foul breath from their
empty stomachs in his face,

He is always sympathetic. He gives them handfuls
of small coins from his own pocket, he promises them
work, there will be demonstrations, they must join the
unions and attend the meetings, above all they must be
on the watch for spies. They are closer to him than
his own brothers, without them he can do nothing--until
tomorrow, comrade!

Until tomorrow. "They are stupid, they are lazy,
they are treacherous, they would cut my throat for nothing,"
he says to Laura (p. 98).
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Braggioni, then, is a "professional lover of humanity," one

who loves abstractly, in the aggregate, but never personally,

individually. This compact and sarcastic evaluation of a

man and a revolution also encompasses a number of other para-

doxical situations. It provides a visual account of how

power corrupts, of how distrust arises amidst idealists, and

of how men use each other, which use, for Porter, is a vio-

lation of the sanctity of the human soul.

During the course of the story, Braggioni sits and sings

love songs to Laura with the expectation of winning sexual

favors from her, Yet, he has already told her, "one woman

is really as good as another for me, in the dark. I prefer

them all" (p. 99). He sleeps with other women while his wife,

"who works so hard for the good of the factory girls, em-

ploys part of her leisure lying on the floor weeping because

there are so many women in the world, and only one husband

for her, and she never knows where nor when to look for him"

(p. 99).

Paradoxically, however, Braggioni is both victim and

victimizer, In addition to bearing the honorable wounds

of warfare, he has been "wounded by life." He tells Laura

that "everything turns to dust in the hand, to gall on the

tongue" (p. 93). He, like Laura, is disappointed in life.

When his advances do not elicit the required response from

Laura, he goes back home to his wife and sobs in her arms.

Ironically, she asks his forgiveness. The implication is

that perhaps, despite his vanity, Braggioni is disappointed
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in himself. Thus, Porter reveals the contradictions in

Braggioni, "the man who loves mankind and is capable of in-

dividual cruelties."4

Both the contradictions in Braggioni's character and the

paradoxes of "benevolent anarchy" are a reflection of Laura's

internal conflict. Laura's tension derives, in part, from

the disparities between the ideal and the real which she knows

exist in both Braggioni and the revolution itself. She is

disillusioned; yet her friends assure her that "she is

full of romantic error, for what she defines as cynicism in

them is merely 'a developed sense of reality'" (p. 91). They

are pragmatic; she is romantic. A further extension of their

argument would define reality as nothing more than pragma-

tism, and ideality as nothing more than romanticism. Laura,

however, remains ambivalent about the moral and ethical

nature of the situation. An easy release from tension could

be obtained, perhaps, if she would surrender to their prag-

matism, and she is "almost too willing to say, 'I am wrong,

I suppose I don't really understand the principles'" (p. 91).

Yet, she "wears the uniform of an idea" (p. 92) and cannot

quite relinquish her idealistic expectations. She feels

she has the right to expect her leader to reflect in his own

life and character the ideals for which his cause supposedly

exists. Thus, after agreeing with her friends that their

"developed sense of reality" is the right ethical approach,

she makes "a secret truce with herself, determined not to
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surrender her will to such expedient logic" (p. 91).

The tensions of her personal life Laura does not handle

so adroitly. She intuitively and subconsciously draws an

analogy between the contradictions she observes in Braggioni

and the ones she feels in herself. She "cannot help feeling

that she has been betrayed irreparably by the disunion between

her way of living and her feeling of what life should be"

(p. 90. At times she is almost content to exist in this

state of uneasy tension. At other times, however, she "wishes

to run away, but she stays" (p. 91), This first mention of

Laura's emotional tension is gradually made clearer as the

story progresses. Laura's primary fear is that she may be

as corrupt in her own way as Braggioni is in his. She wants

to reach out for life positively, to enjoy it fully. Yet,

to avoid pain and disillusionment, she consciously discourages

close personal relationships.

The reader discovers that three times Laura has avoided

personal involvement with three different young men, and in

at least one instance has regretted it afterwards. In another

instance, she refuses to regret rejecting a potential suitor,

and in a passage that recalls Miranda's stoicism at the con-

clusion of "Pale Horse, Pale Rider," Laura "persuades her-

self that her negation of all external events as they occur

is a sign that she is gradually perfecting herself in the

stoicism she strives to cultivate against that disaster she

fears, though she cannot name it" (p. 97). The words "persuades
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herself" imply that Laura is rationalizing her reluctance to

become involved. To arrive at the immediate cause of Laura's

anxiety, the reader must combine the knowledge of this ra-

tionalization with other personal details given in the story.

He knows, for example, that Laura has renounced her Catholic

faith, but that she still stealthily enters the church to

pray. Her rejection of prospective lovers, when coupled

with an emotional subjugation to "a set of principles derived

from her early training" (p. 92), assumes a special signi-

ficance in light of the erotic imagery in the story, For

example, when singing to Laura, Braggioni's mouth "opens round"

and "yearns sideways," and his heavy bulk "swells with omi-

nous ripeness." Later, he unbuckles his ammunition belt and

"spreads it laden across her knees." And while Laura sits "with

the shells slipping through the cleaning cloth dipped in oil,"

Braggioni asks her why she works so hard for the revolution-

ary idea if she does not, as she says, have some man in it

whom she loves (pp. 99-100). This is not the first time Laura

has been asked the question. Her other revolutionary friends

have also wondered about its and the implication exists that

Braggioni's wife serves the cause as much because she loves

him as because she loves the revolutionary idea itself.

Laura's emotional tension is the immediate cause of her

conflict. Her tensions and fears do exist, in part, because

she feels she has betrayed herself. Her avoidance of personal,

meaningful relationships on an individual basis has robbed
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her of a full life. She tells herself that she may be as

cruel, as callous, and as corrupt in her own way as Braggioni

is in his, and if such is the truth about herself, then "any

kind of death seems preferable" to her own kind of living

death (p. 93). Yet, the immediate cause of Laura's conflict

is guilt at having been the instrument of a young man's death.

In her customary manner, Katherine Anne Porter provides,

with perfect harmony, the contextual details for the sym-

bolic revelations of the dream which ends the story. Eugenio

is the young revolutionary to whom Laura has been taking the

narcotics which kill him, When the prisoners begin to confuse

night and day, they call for drugs to dull their senses, and

an analogy to Laura's own dulled senses is implied, Thus,

the prisoners "find her comforting, useful" (p. 94). Laura

is accustomed to the revolutionaries' pragmatic use of one

another. She herself has deliberately used others for the

cause. The following passage indicates Laura's methods

She borrows money from the Roumanian agitator to
give to his bitter enemy the Polish agitator. The
favor of Braggioni is their disputed territory, and
Braggioni holds the balance nicely, for he can use them
both. The Jolish agitator talks love to her over cafe
tables, hoping to exploit what he believes is her se-
cret sentimental preference for him, and he gives her
misinformation which he begs her to repeat as the solemn
truth to certain persons. The Roumanian is more adroit.
He isgenerouswith his money in all good causes, and
lies to her with an air of ingenuous candor, as if he
were her good friend and confidant. She never repeats
anything they may say. Braggioni never asks questions.
He has other ways to discover all that he wishes to know
about them (pp. 94-95).
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And when Laura asks the prisoners where they can find the

money or influence to get out of jail, they reply, "Well,

there is Braggioni, why doesn't he do something?" (p. 94).

But it is not until the very last moment that Laura

broaches the subject of Eugenio to Braggioni, and then it is

only to tell their leader that she has, that very morning,

discovered Eugenio on the floor of his cell dying from an

overdose of the drugs which she had delivered. Laura con-

tinues,"I told him if he had waited only a little longer

you would have got him set free" (p. 100). Braggioni's only

reply is that Eugenio is a fool and his death is his own

concern,

Immediately thereafter, Braggioni goes home to his wife,

and Laura goes upstairs to sleep. Her troubled conscience,

however, delays the sleep that will, hopefully, bring release

from her tension. As she drifts off, she tries to block out

the day's memories, but they linger. Laura's last waking

thoughts express her attempt to deny the complexities of her

existences "it is monstrous to confuse love with revolution,

night with day, life with death" (p. 101).

The meaning of Laura's dream is not itself ambiguous

except as the dream reflects the ambiguities of her existence

and the ambivalences of her minds

The tolling of the midnight bell is a signal, but what
does it mean? Get up, Laura, and follow mes come out
of your sleep, out of your bed, out of this strange house,
What are you doing in this house? Without a word, with-
out fear she rose and reached for Eugenio's hand, but
he eluded her with a sharp, sly smile and drifted away.
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This is not all, you shall see--Murderer, he said,
follow me, I will show you a new country, but it is
far away and we must hurry. No, said Laura, not unless
you take my hand, no; and she clung first to the stair
rail, and then to the topmost branch of the Judas tree
that bent down slowly and set her upon the earth, and
then to rocky ledge of a cliff, and then to the jagged
wave of a sea that was not water but a desert of crumb,4
ling stone. Where are you taking me, she asked in won-
der but without fear. To death, and it is a long way
off, and we must hurry, said Eugenio. No, said Laura,
not unless you take my hand. Then eat these flowers,
poor prisoner, said Eugenio in a voice of pity, take
and eat: and from the Judas tree he stripped the warm
bleeding flowers, and held them to her lips. She saw
that his hand was fleshless, a cluster of small white
petrified branches, and his eye sockets were without
light, but she ate the flowers greedily for they satis-
fied both hunger and thirst, Murderer said Eugenio,
and Cannibal! This is my body and my blood. Laura
cried No! and at the sound of her own voice, she awoke
trembling, and was afraid to sleep again (pp. 101-102).

The symbolism of the Judas tree and the Christian sacrament

is, of course, the subconscious reflection of those self-

doubts and guilt feelings which Laura only tentatively

acknowledges when awake. In sleep, she almost, but not

quite, assumes responsibility for Eugenio's death, a situa-

tion which she has helped to create by her acts of omission

and commission. She has delivered the drugs. She feels,

however, that she has also killed Eugenio by not succumbing

to Braggioni's advances and thus using her influence to achieve

Eugenio's release.

The image of Eugenio as a lifeless, lightless Christ

figure is ironically appropriate to the other religious al-

lusions in the story and to the overall contradiction. No

self-sacrifice has occurred at all in the story. Rather,
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Eugenio has been sacrificed on the altar of that "set of

principles derived from her early training" in which Laura

has encased herself. Braggioni, who at one point is called

a "world-savior," has his feet washed by a wife who, ironical-

ly, begs his forgiveness. Laura feels, understandably,

that she has been betrayed by the revolution. But she also

feels she has betrayed herself and Eugenio. The revolution-

aries distrust one another and are equally capable of be-

trayal. The religious symbolism, then,is deliberately am-

biguous and contradictory because it represents the real

world with all its imperfections. The Christ-like figures

are therefore both victims and victimizers.

"Flowering Judas" is a study of the complexity and

contradiction of human involvement, and the moral dilemmas

which it explores are themselves oxymoronic. Braggioni is

a "hungry world-savior," and the revolution is "benvolent

anarchy." Braggioni loves mankind abstractly, but despises

it on its personal, immediate level. Laura desires to serve

a revolutionary ideal; yet the implementation of the ideal

itself is faulty. The prisoners, in their isolation, confuse

night and day. Laura, in her alienation, confuses life and

death. She fears life and desires death, but she also fears

depth and desires life. Yet, while she lives she is dead.

In this context, Laura is like the prisoners and Eliot's

Gerontion--divested of her humanity by her own isolation.

Ironically, Laura's abstract moral code conflicts with the
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more literal Christian tenet of self-sacrifice. In this

respect, Laura resembles Mrs. Thompson in "Noon Wine." She

will feel "damned if she does, and damned if she doesn't."

The ideal suggests perfectibility, an expunging of the im-

pure. The reality insists that life and death are inextri-

cably commingled. It may be monstrous to confuse love and

revolution; yet, the two are confused, if for no other reason

than the mixed motives of the revolutionaries. And the basic

historical argument for revolutionis love of mankind.

Like "Noon Wine," "Flowering Judas" does not finally

simplify the complexities it posits. Nor does it resolve

the tensions which those contradictions create. Instead,

the final "No" in the dream with which Laura refuses to ac-

cept her guilt contains a multiplicity of meaning. It re-

iterates her earlier refusal to surrender her will to the

expedient logic that her desire for the perfection of life

is mere romanticism. It simultaneously represents her final

inability to acknowledge guilt. The word also reflects her

inability to participate in the sacrament because she re-

mains unconvinced of her guilt; thus, she is unworthy to

participate because she is unrepentant. But Laura's denial

of guilt is only halfhearted. She both accepts her guilt

and denies it; she remains ambivalent, both self-condemned

and self-acquitted.5 At the same time, her last word reflects

her earlier decision not to run, but to stay. She says no
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to death and chooses life. Even in a dream, then, Laura

cannot resolve the ambiguities of her existence. Unlike

Mr. Thompson of "Noon Wine," however, Laura will continue

to maintain her uneasy truce with complexity.
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CHAPTER IV

INDIVIDUAL RELATIONSHIPS

"A Day's Work"

"A Day's Work" and "The Cracked Looking-Glass" are two

contrasting examples of that group of stories which dramatize

the ambiguity of the marital relationship, the others being

the excellent tour-de-force "Rope," "That Tree," and "Maria

Concepcion." Their themes, however, deal with such specifics

as appearance-versus-reality, character-versus-fate, and

natural impulses versus civilized codes. Although "A Day's

Work" is not widely known and has been dealt with only cur-

sorily by the critics,I it is not an inconsiderable story.

Its tone of unrelieved bitterness produces a disturbing

influence upon the reader, and its indirect social commen-

tary, though not original, is provocative.

"A Day's Work" is written in a colloquial and idio-

ma-tic vein and has for its social setting the Irish immi-

grant tenement district of New York and for its political

setting the backroom mechanisms of Tammany Hall. Halloran

is a past middle-aged man on relief. His wife, Lacey, has

been reduced to taking in washing and ironing. Their eco-

nomic decline has been accompanied by a spiritual one; their

personal relationship is as depressed as their financial

62
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state. Thus, the title of the story symbolizes their ha-

bitual manner of living. Halloran's drinking, Lacey's nag-

ging, their fights, and their tendency to blame their plight

on each other are all part of an habitual routine--just

another day's work.

The story is full of detail, but the action is slight;

and like that of most of Porter's shorter stories, it takes

place in one day. After bickering with Lacey, Halloran

walks out of the house and heads toward the neighborhood

tavern. On the way, he engages himself in an imaginary

conversation about the past and the future. He remembers

the "Good Days Before" when he was on the fringes of the

Little Tammany Association and also had a job with the G.

and I. grocery chain and hopes of advancement, When he ima-

gines the future, it is in the form of a meeting with his

old political friend McCorkery, who will offer him a job

with the association, perhaps that of bringing in the votes,

dead or alive. Halloran even imagines himself leaving Lacey

so that this time her moral scruples will not hold him back.

When Halloran arrives at the local saloon, however, illusion

becomes reality. McCorkery is there with his political

cohorts, and Halloran has his opportunity. In a bitterly

comic scene, Halloran reveals his own ineptitude and prompt-

ly gets drunk, McCorkery manages to feign interest and

congeniality, slips Halloran a few dollars, and bundles him

in a cab; and Halloran goes back home convinced that he is
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In the most depressive and bitter episode of the story,

however, Halloran's homecoming is pathetic and tawdry, Lacey

welcomes him back with accusations that he stole the money

he has been given by McCorkery. Halloran retaliates by throw-

ing a flatiron at her and rushing back into the street jubi-

lantly convinced that he has killed Lacey Mahaffy. When

the local policeman returns Halloran, drunk and disoriented,

to his apartment, Lacey gets her revenge. Armed with a wet

towel, knotted at the end, Lacey releases all her frustra-

tions and pent-up emotions by flailing Halloran in the face

with her makeshift weapon. She then goes into the hall and

telephones her daughter to relay the news that Halloran has

a job again. But this time, Lacey's moral objections to the

means of their livelihood have disappeared as she tells her

daughter, "You see what can be done with patience and doing

your duty, Maggie. Now mind you do as well by your own hus-

band,"2 The story ends on this bitterly ironic note.

Although "A Day's Work" is depressingly intriguing, it

is a bit uneven, primarily because Lacey is not a completely

realized character, The difficulty seems to be that Porter

partially abandons her customary method of evenly balancing

the perspective between the principal characters. The story

is told primarily through the mind of Halloran, Lacey's

emotions and thoughts are revealed only in the two telephone

conversations with Maggie. Some information about Lacey
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comes from Halloran's interior monologues. But the impres-

sions and conclusions are Halloran*s, and therefore slightly

colored by his own views, The total effect leads one to

suspect that perhaps Porter has stacked the deck too heavily

against Lacey, Even so, "A Day's Work" still exhibits Ka-

therine Anne Porter's customary concern with ambiguity.

Again, it is concern with the ambiguous nature of circum-

stance, character, and moral precepts. Porter still manages

to balance the rival considerations and thus to reveal the

contradictions and paradoxes of the human condition.

There is ambiguity in Halloran's own character. Though

much of the story is told from his viewpoint through his

interior monologues, his fanciful illusions ironically pre-

sent to the reader a view of the situation other than Halloran's.

At the beginning, for example, Halloran blames all his mis-

fortunes on Lacey's rigid moral stance. He glares bitterly

at "the scrawny woman he had never liked," and remembers

McCorkery telling him that "there's a girl will spend her

time holding you down." And he thinks his misfortune is

"what a man gets for marrying one of these holy women" (pp.

389-390). After all, the boys with the Connolly Club, the

McCorkery Club, and the Little Tammany Association were in-

volved in "nothing low, nothing but whatwas customary, with

the house taking a cut on the winnings and a fine profit on

the liquor, and holding the crowd together" (p. 396). And a

job in the numbers game helping collect the protection money
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was "good quiet profit and none the wiser" (p. 397). His

excuse for not taking the jobs is that "Lacey Mahaffy wouldn't

hear of it, and with Maggie coming on just then it wouldn't

do to excite her" (p. 396).

Despite Halloran's rationalizations, the reader learns

that, of course, Halloran has not always hated his wife.

On the contrary, it was her physical beauty and moral stan-

dards which first attracted him. And Halloran had secretly

joined Lacey in disapproving of the future Mrs. McCorkery,

who "had the smell of a regular Fourteenth Street hustler

if Halloran knew anything about women." Yet, Halloran had

told Lacey that she judged people too harshly and that per-

haps "that's a nice girl at heart; hasn't had your oppor-

tunities" (pp. 390-391).

Porter's presentation also reveals Halloran's ambi-

valence about his daughter and son-in-law and thus, impli-

citly, the ambiguities of his own marital situation. Be-

cause Maggie is but a replica of her mother and Halloran

sees his younger self in the son-in-law, the young couple's

situation seems to be a cyclical repetition of that of their

elders. The son-in-law is also involved in the Little Tam-

many Association and with McCorkery, who has continued to

climb the political and economic ladder while Halloran has

been descending it. When arguing with Lacey about the young

couple's marital problems, Halloran sees the son-in-law as

"a sharp fellow who will get ahead if she'll [Maggiel leave

him alone" (p. 398). He sees himself "beginning all over
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again" in the younger man. At the same time, however, he

is serious when he tells Lacey, "I hope you told her to take

up her hat and walk out on him" and also when he says that

Maggie is "no daughter of mine if she sits there peeling

potatoes, letting a man run over her" (pp. 394-395). The

effect of Halloran's first two contradictory statements is

to make the reader speculate about how Halloran would have

reacted had Lacey walked out on him. The third statement

is equally ironic because Halloran for years has allowed

his wife to dominate and berate him,

Lacey's own situation is equally complex. While her

moral strictures have probably kept Halloran from a life

of petty crime, her hatred of their deteriorated financial

condition has caused her to vent her resentment specifically

upon Halloran, Paradoxically, while her moral concepts

have demanded the appearance of morality, they have also

robbed her of economic security and thus resulted in another

type of sin. She has spent her life demeaning another human

being. Lacey's ironic advice to her daughter is based upon

the moral cliche that the woman must "do right first, and

then if the man won't do right in turn its no fault of hers"

(p. 391), The irony of her advice is revealed through the

juxtaposition of its grain of truth (individual responsibil-

ity) with the opposite truth--that, in her demeaning Halloran,

Lacey has not done right.
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Lacey's personal animosity toward her husband does

not stem solely from her dissatisfaction with their social

and economic position. Part of her problem has its roots

in that old nemesis--sex. The story implies that Lacey's

puritanical inhibitions about sex, and her hatred of it, are

a part of her rigid moral precepts. The reader first dis-

covers this facet of Lacey's character through Halloran's

resentful musings, Halloran was at first captivated by her

extreme modesty which later had taken the form of Lacey's

never completely undressing even to bathe. Gradually, in the

course of time, his admiration has turned to resentment.

Now, he contemplates "what a hateful thing she was with her

evil mind thinking everything was a sin, and never giving

a man a chance to show himself a man in any way"; and he

takes perverse pleasure in the fact that "she's as ugly as

sin now" (p. 398).

That Lacey's resentment toward her husband is partly

the result of guilt feelings about sex seems obvious from

the following description of her vindictive assault upon

Hallorans

When the door was shut and locked, Mrs, Halloran went
and dipped a large bath towel under the kitchen tap.
She wrtang it out and tied several good hard knots in
one end and tried it out with a whack on the edge of the
table. She walked in and stood over the bed and brought
the knotted towel down in Mr. Halloran's face with all
her might. . , . "That's for the flatiron, Halloran,"
# * . "That's for the half-dollar," she said, and whack,
"that's for your drunkenness--" . . . "For your sock
feet," Mrs. Halloran told him, whack, "and your lazi-
ness, and this is for missing Mass and"--here she swung
half a dozen times--"that is for your daughter and
your part in her . * ." (pp. 405-406).
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Thus, Lacey's moral strictures have the ambiguous effect

of rescuing her husband from an unethical and dishonest life,

but at the same time they cause him emotional and spiritual

pain, The pain, however, is not Halloran's alone. Lacey

shares it with him; but it is a resentful sharing. Husband

and wife present a moral contrast; but the contrast is strange-

ly analogous. Halloran seems almost amoral. Paradoxically,

Lacey's confused morality creates immorality. This final

punishment which Lacey administers is but the symbol of the

spiritual flailing they habitually give each other.

Porter's scrupulous attention to the contradictions

of the Hallorans themselves and to their way of life attempts

to show that Halloran's moral values, if he has any at all,

are just as confused as Lacey's are. For example, when

Halloran persistently repeats, "I killed Lacey Mahaffy, .

but I did not steal the money" (pp. 404-405), he makes his

own ethical distinction between that which he thinks he has

done and that of which Lacey accuses him. In Halloran's

view, the stigma attaches not to killing Lacey, but to the

idea of stealing the money. The matter is a point of pride.

Lacey deserves killing; and the money which he has brought

home is a sign of his worth and a just product of his efforts.

Paradoxically, he does not share Lacey's opinion that the

numbers game is the same as stealing from the poor. "A

Day's Work," then, continues Porter's exploration of the

contradictory and paradoxical nature of moral codes in general.
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In this story Porter juxtaposes the ambiguity of so-

cial conscience with that of chance, and thus suggests a

variety of reasons for Halloran's depressed circumstances.

The conflicting suggestions occur in two of Halloran's

interior monologues in which he remembers the past and tries

to determine where his life has gone wrong. For example,

Halloran remembers that even after he had abandoned the idea

of getting ahead through McCorkery, he had still believed

that

he would one day be manager of one of the G. And I.
chain grocery stores he worked for, and when that hope
gave out there was still his pension when they retired
him. But two years before it was due they fired him,
on account of the depression, they said. Overnight
he was on the sidewalk, with no place to go with the
news but home (p. 393).

This passage contains two contradictory implications. The

first is that chance in the form of the depression had caused

Halloran's decline, Yet, Halloran's words hint that unethical

practices on the part of his employers might have been the

real cause of his dismissal. Later, Halloran ironically

thinks he sees "clearly one by one the crossroads where he

might have taken a different turn that would have changed

all his fortunes" (p. 396). His habitual conclusion, however,

is that Lacey has been his ruin. But the following mono-

logue further extends the complexity of what Halloran has

insisted upon simplifying:

Never had mortal woman needed a good walloping worse
that Lacey Mahaffey, but he could never find it in his
heart to give it to her for her own good, That was



just another of your many mistakes, Halloran. But there
was always the life-long job with the G. and I. and peace
in the house more or less. Many a man envied me in
those days I remember, and I was resting easy on the
savings and knowing with that and the pension I could
finish out my life with some little business of my own.
"What came of that,?" Mr. Halloran inquired in a low
voice, looking around him. Nobody answered. You know
well what came .of it, Halloran. You were fired out like
a delivery boy, two years before your time was out.
Why did you sit there watching the trick being played
on others before you, knowing well it could happen to
you and never quite believing what you saw with your
own eyes? (p. 397)o

The total effect of both interior monologues is to disclose

to the reader the complex and contradictory nature of the

Hallorans' condition. While the first of Halloran's reveries

implies that chance in the form of the depression had caused

his decline, it also indicates, as previously mentioned,

that his employers fired him to avoid paying his pension.

The second monologue repeats the same ambiguous explanations,

and introduces a new idea. Halloran's realization that he

tolerated unethical practices so long as they were directed

against others suggests that individual responsibility is a

part of a larger social conscience. Thus, this second mono-

logue implies that an assertion of individual will might

have changed circumstances. Yet, the episode between Halloran

and McCorkery in the bar, and a general depiction of Halloran's

laziness, suggests that perhaps Halloran is simply an in-

effectual person who must have a scapegoat to explain his

failures.

In the midst of its imperfections, "A Day's Work"

exemplifies Katherine Anne Porter's concern with the ambiguity
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and complexity of the human condition. She characteristi-

cally declines to resolve these complexities. She never

indicates which set of circumstances--chance in the form

of the depression, the employer's unethical business prac-

tices, Halloran's own ineptitude, or Lacey's rigid morality--

has been responsible for the Hallorans' problems. And she

offers them no way out. This lack of final resolution is

an intentionally ironic contrast with Lacey's absolutist

advice that if "anything goes wrong with your married life

it's your own fault" (p. 392). The final paradox is that

Lacey is both right and wrong.

"The Cracked Looking-Glass"

Katherine Anne Porter has written one other story in

which the characters are Irish immigrants. In striking

constrast with "A Day's Work," however, "The Cracked Looking-

Glass" is a nearly perfect piece of fiction. Its structure

is symmetrical; its characters are fully realized; and the

perspective is evenly balanced between the two principal

characters. In the only extended study of "The Cracked

Looking-Glass," Brother Joseph Wiesenfarth has shown how

Porter's story parallels elements in Henry James' "In the

Cage" and "The Beast in the Jungle" and Tennyson's "The Lady

of Shalott," 3 James' "In the Cage" deals with a young woman's

attempt to ease the pain of reality by retreating into a

Cinderella world; and the lady in Tennyson's poem spends
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the outside world through her mirror. Similarly, Rosaleen

in "The Cracked Looking-Glass" fashions her own illusions

in order to escape reality.

Rosaleen is a middle-aged woman married to an elderly

man. She and Dennis are both Irish immigrants who, in their

youth, had come from their native land to live in New York.

Now they reside on a small farm in a remote area of Con-

necticut in the midst of what Rospleen calls foreigners.

She feels isolated and lonely, bereft of companionship and

the joy of youth. Like John Marcher, in James' story, Rosa-

leen has spent the days of her life waiting for "something

great . . . to happen." Instead, all her days have been only
1 ,4a "straying from one terrible disappointment to another."

Her illusions and dreams are inadequate substitutes for a

full life, however, and she feels she has had "nothing but

disasters, one after another" (p. 113). The story relates

Rosaleen's efforts to assess her life and discover its meaning.

Her final recognition that her life will remain dull and

commonplace expresses a universal, though peculiarly feminine,

experience.

The effectiveness of "The Cracked Looking-Glass," however,

is primarily the result of Katherine Anne Porter's ability

to shift the perspective from one character to another and

thus display the paradoxical and ambiguous nature of reality

as it exists for Dennis and Rosa een. The entire story is
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a study in contrasts--on the metaphorical level between il-

lusion and reality and on the immediate level between Den-

nis and Rosaleen. Husband and wife are very different.

There are thirty years between their ages. Rosaleen is still

young enough to desire sex, though she tells herself she is

"a settled woman over her nonsense." Dennis, however, is

old and for him there is "no more to be done that way."

He wonders what she thinks of him now he is "no human good

to her." Rosaleen is voluble, almost desperate for companion-

ship and laughter. Dennis is taciturn, content to spend

his declining years in an easy chair in the kitchen amidst

the clutter of Rosaleen's cats and the warmth of the fire.

Perhaps the greatest disparity between them, however, is

their distinct manner of regarding life. Rosaleen lives in

the past; she cannot forget that "her girlhood had been a

great triumph in Ireland," and she is forever telling Dennis

about it. Dennis, however, is grounded in the present; his

past, when he thinks of it at all, is "like a chest a man

has packed away, knowing all that is in it without troubling

to count or name the objects" (p. 106).

The shifting perspective between Rosaleen and Dennis

allows the reader to discover the complexity of the couples'

marital condition. Though Dennis is intuitively aware of

Rosaleen's unhappiness, his pragmatic nature limits his vision,

causing him to apprehend only one problem--the sexual one.

At times Dennis has wished that
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he had let one of those strong-armed boys have her,
but he had been fond of her, she was a fine good girl,
and after she cooled down a little, he knew he could
have never done better. The only thing was, he wished
it had been Rosaleen he had married that first time in
Bristol, and now they'd be settled together, nearer
an age (p. 10).

Despite his concern, Dennis does not attribute to chance

the prominent place it evidently has had in shaping the tex-

ture of his life. Instead, he sees their mutual problem

as an aspect of female contrariness.

Whatever he gave them, they always wanted something
else. When he was young and poor his first wife wanted
money. And when he was a steady man with money in the
bank, his second wife wanted a young man full of life.
"They're all born ingrates one way or another," he de-
cided, and felt better at once, as if at last he had
something solid to stand on (pp. 105-106).

Rosaleen's own musings about her life, however, provide

a more complex view of the situation. As she sits in the

barn milking, she lays her head against the animal's side

and speaks to its

She said to the cows "It's no life at all. A man of
his years is no comfort to a woman," and went on with a
slow murmur that was not complaining about the things
of her life.

She wished sometimes they had never come to Con-
necticut where there was nobody to talk to but Rooshans
and Polacks and Wops no better than Black Protestants
when you come right down to it. And the natives were
worse even.

The picture of her neighbors causes Rosaleen to shift her

musings from her life to theirs. She cannot understand their

puitanical once-a-week religion and their weekday cruelty,

beating their dullard son and the dumb animals and fighting

among themselves. The drabness of their clothing reflects
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that of their lives. Her thoughts drift back to Dennis, and

she tells herself that "it was Dennis getting old that took

the heart out of her" (p. 108). She remembers Dennis in his

younger days, and she can't believe that he is the same per-

son.

The thought of Dennis as a younger man naturally recalls

thoughts of Kevin, a young Irishman whom Rosaleen had invited

to live with them, He had provided companionship and had

brought laughter into the house, but now Rosaleen regrets

having been critical of his girl friend and thus indirectly

driving him out of the house and back to New York, It has

been five years since Kevin's departure, but Rosaleen still

waits to hear from him. As her milkingchores end, so do her

reveries, but not before she sighs aloud, - "it wasn't being

a wife at all to wrap a man in flannels like a baby and put

hot water bottles to him" (p. 109).

Rosaleen's long colloquy with herself provides the means

by which the reader apprehends the complexity of her diffi-

culty. Her unhappiness stems not from sexual need alone,

but also from a lack of companionship, friendship, and

communion with someone nearer her own age and temperament.

And she longs for some color and excitement to relieve the

drabness of her existence.

The contrasts of "The Cracked Looking-Glass" extend

to the ambiguity of reality in general and, in particular,

to Rosaleen's paradoxical attitudes about the quality of
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her life and her relationship with Dennis. The episode of

Rosaleen's anniversary dinner illuminates the paradoxes in

her relationship with Dennis. The reader is at first startled

to learn that the dinner celebrates twenty-five years of

marriage, but he then begins to apprehend that Rosaleen and

Dennis still care for each other and still manage, at times,

to enjoy their relationship. Though she spends the dinner

hour telling Dennis stories about the dances in Ireland,

where she teased and flirted with the young boys, Rosaleen

enjoys the anniversary celebration and takes pleasure in

giving Dennis a gift. It is obvious from this particular

scene that Rosaleen's life is not always unhappy.

The contradictory quality of Rosaleen's life is fur-

ther revealed when, later, in the night, her thoughts turn

to Kevin and marriages

Rosaleen could not sleep, and lay thinking about mar-
riage; not about her own, for once you've given your
word there's nothing to think about in it, but all other
kinds of marriages, unhappy ones where the husband
drinks, or won't work, or mistreats his wife and the
children, Where the wife runs away from home, or spoils
the children or neglects them, or turns a perfect strum-
pet and flirts with other men: where a woman marries
a man too young for her, and he feels cheated and strays
after other women till it's just a disgraces or take
when a young girl marries an old man, even if he has
money she's bound to be disappointed in some way. If
Dennis hadn't been such a good man, God knows what might
have come out of it. She was lucky. It would break
your heart to dwell on it. . . . She had had nothing
but disasters, one after another . . ."(p. 113).

Her thoughts then drift backward in time to the disappoint-

ments of her girlhood in Ireland, and then forward again

to the more recent past and the loss of her child:
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She wished now she'd had a dozen children instead of
the one that died in two days. This half-forgotten
child suddenly lived again in her, she began to weep
for him with all the freshness of her first agony; now
he would be a fine grown man and the dear love of her
heart. The image of him floated before her eyes plain
as day, and became Kevin . . . (p. 114).

Together, these two passages progressively complicate those

emotions which,to the reader, originally appear simple. All

of Rosaleen's disappointments are "mixed up" together and

flow one into the other. Rosaleen's reflection that "when a

young girl marries an old man, even if he has money, she's

bound to be disappointed in some way" recalls Dennis' earlier

fear that Rosaleen had been interested in him because of his

money, Rosaleen's reference to the wife who flirts with

other men is significant in light of her relationship with

Kevin and other young men, whom the reader does not meet

until later in the story. But Rosaleen is no strumpet.

Rosaleen's second reverie also further extends the complex-

ity of her feelings for Kevin. He represents the son she

has lost and the lover she still needs, And he has provided

the carefree companionship she lacks. The paradox is that

Rosaleen considers herself both fortunate and unfortunate.

She has been lucky; yet her life has been disastrous.

The dreams which Rosaleen trusts to explain the past

and predict the future, and the tall tales she tells the

traveling salesmen, are all expressions of her preference

for illusion instead of reality. A girlhood dream in which

her grandfather appeared to demand a special mass for his
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soul had been Rosaleen's way of coping with her guilt at

having giggled and laughed during the vigil she was supposed

to keep at the old man's bedside. Her dream about the miss-

ing Billy-cat, in which the cat directs her to the trap that

has killed him, is her subconscious preparation for a future

reality she cannot consciously accept. Rosaleen's third

dream, in which she sees Kevin's grave, accomplishes the same

purpose as the former dreams, It prepares her for reality

by distorting the reality just enough so that she can bear

it. Since she cannot regard Kevin's long silence as Dennis

does--the sign of ingratitude--she must render Kevin power-

less to return. The dream thus salvages her illusions about

Kevin's regard for her.

Rosaleen's final dream, however, is not a means of

avoiding reality. Instead, it is her attempt to transform

illusion into reality. With the onset of winter, Dennis

becomes more taciturn, and Rosaleen feels increasingly iso-

lated, irritable, and bored. Her last dream, then, provides

the excuse, or rationalization, for relieving the boredom

of her existence:

One morning she sat up very tired and forlorn,
and began almost before Dennis could get an eye opens
"I had a dream in the night that my sister Honora was
sick and dying in her bed, and was calling for me" (p. 120).,

It quickly becomes apparent to the reader that Rosaleen

intends to make her trip a pleasant one, a kind of vacation.

Though there are shorter routes, she will go through New York
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and perhaps purchase a new winter coat there. Dennis vaguely

understands that there is more to Rosaleen's dreams than he

can make out, and this increases his own uneasiness, Rosa-

leen's dream about the Billy-cat has confused him. He insists

that "'it never happened at all,' . . . 'Only the Billy-cat

got caught in a trap and I buried him.'" Yet, he has "a

nightmarish feeling that somewhere just out of his reach lay

the truth about it, he couldn't swear for certain, yet he

was almost willing to swear that this had been all." Now

he is equally confused about Rosaleen's trip to Boston. He

ponders its meaning but can arrive at no conclusion. He

decides that she is "a born liar," but immediately regrets

his harshness. But, he tells himself, "'It's not half she

deserves leaving me by my lone, and for what?' That was the

great question. Certainly not to run after Honora, living

or dying or dead, Where then? For what on earth?" (pp. 122-

123). Dennis suspects that Rosaleen's reliance on dreams

is more than a silly superstition, but he does not understand

what else her trust does represent. He also subconscieusly

fears that Rosaleen's departure may be permanent.

Once Rosaleen is in New York, illusion does become reality,

but not the reality she has anticipated. She still feels

lonely, and she is disoriented because she no longer knows

the streets of New York. The movies she sees there--"The

Prince of Love" and "The Lover King"--reflect her subconscious

longings; and their plots and settings provide a vivid contrast
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with the real world. In the movies, "it was Just one fine

ball room after another, and such beautiful clothes'" But

when Rosaleen emerges from the theater, the streets are "cold

and dark and ugly, with the slush and the roar and the mil-

lions of people all going somewhere in a great rush" (p. 124).

Once in Boston, she thinks it "strange she hadn't remembered

what a dreary ugly place Boston was," and she cannot remem-

ber ever having had any good times there (p. 125).

It is in Boston that Rosaleen's final dream fails her.

Honora has moved and left no forwarding address. Nor can

Rosaleen locate her sister in the telephone directory.

Tired, disappointed, and disillusioned, Rosaleen sits on a

park bench and weeps. When a young Irishman inquires about

her difficulty, her reply reveals her Irishness, and the two

begin to talk about home. When she discovers that he, too,

is equally discouraged and alone in the city, with no job

and no money, Rosaleen sympathetically takes him to a diner

and buyshis lunch. In her usual voluble style, she tells

the young man about Dennis and the farm, about Kevin and

the dream, and, finally, about Honora and the dream. She

ends by urging him to come help on the farm in exchange for

food and lodgings. Her too-eager manner, however, causes

Hugh Sullivan to misinterpret her intent; and when Rosaleen

realizes that the youth has taken her offer for a sexual

advance, she is simultaneously shocked, humiliated, and angry.
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About the ambiguity of this episode with Hugh Sullivan

George Hendrick has said that the young man "either under-

stood exactly or completely misunderstood"5 Rosaleen's in-

vitation. This episode, in fact and intention, parallels

the one with Kevin, Both scenes reflect Rosaleen's subcon-

scious ambivalence about her relationships with young men

and the ambiguity of her intent. Hendrick's choice of the

word either is unfortunate because Hugh Sullivan understands

exactly and completely misunderstands. Both responses are

adequate to the truth of Rosaleen's intentions.

Once Rosaleen is back home, she confronts the disso-

lution of yet another illusion--her image of herself as an

upstanding member of the community. She discovers that her

neighbors consider her loose and flirtatious. They have

disapproved of her friendship with Kevin. Now they are

equally suspicious of her relationship with Guy Richards,

a carefree neighbor who occasionally stops by for a visit

with Rosaleen and Dennis. In one sense, of course, the

neighbors' suppositions are just as correct as Hugh Sulli-

van's were. Rosaleen's feelings about Guy Richards are as

ambivalent as they have been about the two other young men.

Throughout the story, Rosaleen has been attracted to Guy

Richards, but she has steadfastly denied her interest. Al-

ways cold and aloof when Richards is near, Rosaleen has often

criticized his flirtatious behavior and has convinced her-

self: "If ever he lays a finger on me I'll shoot him dead"

(p. 116).
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However, rather than accept the possibility that Hugh

Sullivan in Boston and the neighbors at home might be par-

tially correct in their estimations of her, Rosaleen again

transforms reality into illusion. She places the blame

outside of herself; the misinterpretations must occur not

because of her behavior, but because of their attitudes.

Hugh is simply an "ignorant greenhorn, doesn't know the

ways of decent people"; and the neighbor women are merely

jealous "because the men were everywhere after her, as if

it were her fault!" (pp. 128; 132). She decides the neigh-

bors' gossip is harmless, since "she knew in her heart what

she was, and Dennis knew, and that was enough" (p. 132).

The irony of Rosaleen's assessment is, of course, that she

does not know herself.

Rosaleen can no longer "put the respect on dreams" she

once did; but she still cannot relinquish her illusions.

If the dream about Honora was false, then, by analogy, the

dream about Kevin may be equally fallacious, But she cannot

accept the probability that she will never see or hear from

Kevin again. Instead, she decides that he is not dead after

all, but that she will see him "in this very house before

long" (p. 133). Rather than accept the imperfect and often

painful present, Rosaleen has begun to hope in the unreal

possibilities of the future. As she sits before the fire

with Dennis, she hears Guy Richard's booming voice and the

sound of his creaking wagon. She behaves, in her anticipa-

tion, like a flustered schoolgirl; and it suddenly flashes
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through her mind that "a woman would have a ruined life with

such a man, it was courting death and danger to let him set

foot over the threshold" (p. 134), The following passage

is an excellent rendition of Rosaleen's unacknowledged

confusions

Rosaleen didn't know what to expect, then, and then
surely he couldn't be stopping? Ah, surely he couldn't
be going on? She sat down again with her heart just
nowhere, and took up the table-cloth, but for a long
time she couldn't see the stitches. She was wondering
what had become of her life; every day she had thought
something great was going to happen, and it was all
just straying from one terrible disappointment to another,
Here in the lamplight sat Dennis and the cats, beyond
in the darkness and snow lay Winston and New York and
Boston, and beyond that were far off places full of life
and gayety she'd never seen nor even heard of, and
beyond everything like a green field with morning sun
on it lay youth and Ireland as if they were something
she had dreamed, or made up in a story. Ah, what was
there to remember, or to look forward to now? (p. 134).

Without even thinking, Rosaleen leans forward and asks

Dennis why he ever married a woman like her. Dennis, with

his customary understatement, replies, "Mind you don't tip

over in that chair now . . . I knew well I could never do

better" (p. 134).

This final episode of the story presents the nearest

thing to self-recognition that Rosaleen has. Her self-

discovery, however, is only partial, more intuitive than it

is reasoned. She still does not apprehend her inability to

accept present reality nor her readiness to embellish the

past and the future. She still believes that life is better

somewhere else. Rosaleen does not, as Wiesenfarth maintains,

make a "whole-hearted return to reality";6 rather, she wistfully
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resigns herself to her present condition. And there is a

world of difference between whole-hearted acceptance and

wistful resignation.

In Katherine Anne Porter's technique, the symbolism

of the cracked looking-glass is organically interwoven with

the contextual details and thus manifests itself in a natural,

unobtrusive way. The symbolism, then, heightens the effective-

ness of the story without interrupting its natural progression.

Rosaleen approaches the looking-glass four times during the

course of the story--once after Kevin leaves, once when Guy

Richards banters with her, once before she leaves for Boston,

and again near the end of the story when she thinks Guy

Richards is coming in. To look into the mirror, "with a

ripple in the glass and a crack across the middle," is like

"seeing your face in water" (p. 109). The reflections are

distorted and changeable.

Among its many meanings is the difficulty of self-

discovery. The crack prevents Rosaleen's seeing herself

clearly. The complexity, however, is that even whole the

mirror can reflect only surface appearance. Yet, when

Rosaleen vows to purchase a new one in Boston, Dennis in-

sists that "it's a good enough glass" (p. 122). And just

before Rosaleen's final resignation, when she approaches

the mirror in anticipation of Guy Richard's entrance and

realizes she has forgotten to buy a new one, Dennis repeats:

"It's a good enough glass." Dennis' remarks imply that
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reality is as distorted and jumbled as the image of it in

the cracked looking-glass.

As a symbol, then, the cracked looking-glass is am-

biguous. In one respect it is an inefficient tool for the

discovery of self or reality. Yet, in another sense, its

reflection illuminates the same paradoxical disorder that the

lives of Rosaleen and Dennis exhibit. The confusion it shows

is Rosaleen's own confusion, the reflection of her own am-

bivalence and contradictory temperament. The distortions

are the reflections of life's distortions. The cracked

looking-glass signifies the inability of apprehending reality

and at the same time represents reality itself. Signifi-

cantly, the major paradox in the story is that Dennis and

Rosaleen are both happy and unhappy together.
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CHAPTER V

LIFE VERSUS DEATH

"He"

Two of Katherine Anne Porter's most accomplished stories

are "He" and "Holiday." Both stories represent Porter's

attempt to understand the place of the defective child in

his world--both the world of his immediate family and that

of the larger community. Published nearly thirty years apart,

they present rival considerations and rival conclusions

about the desirability of death above life. A concern with

death and its obvious ability to eliminate suffering appears

intermittently throughout Porter's work, and is an essential

part of her dialectic presentation. According to Robert Penn

Warren, the drama of both stories "develops from the tension

between love and compassion, on the one hand, and the gross

force of need and the life-will on the other."2 The central

conflict in both "He" and "Holiday" might be termed "indivi-

dual responsibility versus common obligation."3 Each story

reflects Porter's characteristic concern with life's irresol-

vable contradictions and paradoxes.

"He" is the shorter and more tightly structured story,

illustrating Porter's excellent use of the simple, concise

style. It is told in the third person, and the plot unfolds

88
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through the dialogue of the principal characters, the Whipples.

Again, irony is the technical means by which Porter under-

scores the contradictions; but here the irony is low-key,

almost understatement. Mr. and Mrs. Whipple are of the same

milieu as the Thompsons in "Noon Wine." The Whipples, however,

are not lazy, but hard-working. They are poor, but honest

and well-intentioned people to whom fate has been unkind.

They have three young children to feed and clothe, and one

of them--the He of the title--is mentally retarded. From

year to year, no matter how hard they work on their small

farm, the Whipples grow poorer and poorer. The hardships of

poverty and caring for a mentally defective child have placed

them in a position common to the people of Porter's stories.

They are caught in a trap which was not set for them, but

which catches them just the same. The strain of living has

already drained the Whipples' spirits. When He becomes

seriously ill, the doctor convinces the family that He will

be better off in an institution. Guilt-ridden, yet eager for

a way out of their dilemma and an opportunity to begin again,

the Whipples send Him away.

This straightforward story, however, is not so simple

as it first appears. Most critics appear to grasp the full

impact of the contradictions in the conclusion of the story.

But here, as elsewhere, Porter presents the contradictions

from the outset; and the conclusion is an emphatic restate-

ment of all that has gone before. Each time Katherine Anne
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Porter builds a case against Mrs. Whipple, depicting her as

a selfish woman preoccupied with appearances, she reverses

the picture. The same occurs with Porter's presentation of

Him. One minute the reader is convinced that the boy is

inhuman, without physical sensation or emotion; then the

reader senses a human being, inarticulate, but still capable

of experiencing pain and love and joy. The pathetic irony

is that Mrs. Whipple also senses the ambiguity of the child's

condition, though, in fact, her full apprehension of it does

not come until the conclusion of the story.

At the beginning, Mrs. Whipple appears excessively con-

cerned with appearances, with what the neighbors will think

about Him and about them. For example, she is "all for taking

what was sent and calling it good, anyhow when the neighbors

were in earshot." Her motto is: "Don't ever let a soul

hear us complain." She tells herself and the neighbors

that she "loved her second son, the simple-minded one, better

than she loved the other two children put together. She

was forever saying so, and when she talked with certain of

her neighbors, she would even throw in her husband and her

mother for good measure" (p. 49). She tells herself she

hates to talk about Him continually; yet when "anybody set

foot in the house, the subject always came up, and she had

to talk about Him first, before she could get on to anything

else. It seemed to ease her mind" (p. 50). Whenever re-

latives come to dinner, she must prepare a feast, though

they cannot afford it. And she always fills a big plate for
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Him first, before everybody. "I always say He ain't to be

slighted, no matter who else goes without" (p. 53). She tries

to tell herself and the neighbors that He is as capable

as her other children, if not more so:

"I wouldn't have anything happen to Him for all the
world, but it just lboks like I can't keep Him out of
mischief. He's so strong and active, He's always into
everything; He was like that since He could walk. It's
actually funny sometimes, the way He can do anything;
it's laughable to see Him up to His tricks. Emly has
more accidents; I'm forever tying up her bruises, and
Adna can't fall a foot without cracking a bone. But
He can do anything and not get a scratch" (p. 50).

When it is time to lead the bull over from a neighbor's,

Mrs. Whipple sends Him because He never seems to get hurt

and the other children are too nervous and not to be trusted.

Yet, after the boy is gone, Mrs. Whipple begins to worry

about Him until she can "hardly bear it any longer." Finally,

she goes to the lane and watches for Him, Her thoughts, as

she watches Him come into view, reflect the tension in her

feelings about Him:

It was just like everything else in life, she must al-
ways worry and never know a moment's peace about any-
thing. , . . He came on very slowly, leading the big
hulk of an animal by a ring in the nose, twirling a little
stick in His hand, never looking back or sideways, but
coming on like a sleep-walker with His eyes half shut,

Mrs. Whipple was scared sick of bulls; she had
heard awful stories about how they followed on quietly
enough, and then suddenly pitched on with a bellow and
pawed and gored a body to pieces. Any second now that
black monster would come down on Him, my God, He'd never
have sense enough to run. . . . Her voice burst out of
her in a shriek, and she screamed at Him to come on,
for God's sake (p. 55).

Then Mrs. Whipple says a silent prayer: "Oh, get Him home,

safe home, safe home, and I'll look out for Him better!
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Amen" (p. 56). Once He has the bull safely in the barn,

Mrs. Whipple goes inside, sits in her rocking chair, and

cries with her apron over her head.

Porter's presentation of the contradictions in Mrs.

Whipple's character is deliberately understated, yet intense

enough to compel the reader to consider seriously the harsh

difficulties of the Whipples' life. The preceding passage

simultaneously reveals Mrs. Whipple's genuine love for her

son and her unacknowledged resentment of Him. To her sub-

conscious mind, He is the chief cause of her agony and her

pain. In this particular instance, then, her fears for Him

are an ambiguous expression of genuine regard for His safety

and the reflection of a subconscious wish fulfillment. She

wants Him home safely at the same time she wishes to be rid

of Him. Similarly, her concern with appearances is ambiguous.

She lives in fear that relatives and neighbors will think

she does not love her son. Thus, she has a compulsion to

prove her love. But, at the same time, this compulsion is

her subconscious means of alleviating her own doubts about

the truth of her love.

The questions arise about whether He is human or in-

human, better off dead or alive. At times, Porter deliber-

ately juxtaposes the opposing views; one is presented, and

then immediately the opposite view comes to light. For

example, Mrs. Whipple tells the story about the time "a

plank blew off the chicken house and struck Him on the head
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and He never seemed to know it" (p. 50). But then, when a

neighbor tells her it is too dangerous to let the boy climb

trees, Mrs. Whipple defensively lashes outs "He does know

what He's doing! He's as able as any other child" (p. 50).

Yet, Mr. Whipple says,"He ain't got sense enough to be scared

of anything." Porter's use of animal analogy is a deliberate

expression of the human-versus-inhuman theme. The pig which

Mrs. Whipple butchers is "fat and soft and pitiful-looking,"

and recalls the description of Him--"rolls of fat covered

Him like an overcoat" (p. 50). The neighbors privately tell

one another that it would be the "Lord's pure mercy if He

should die" (p. 49). But the preacher's moral cliche that

"the innocent walk with God--that's why He don't get hurt"

is a comfort to Mrs. Whipple. Mrs. Whipple cannot admit her

own contradictory feelings about her son; but she can, in

her darker moments, wishthat she herself were dead (p. 54).

The Whipples are additionally torn between two obli-

gations--those to Him and those to their other children.

Supposedly, Mr. Whipple is the realist. Yet, the reader

suspects that his realism is in good part rationalization.

When winter comes and there is not enough money for warm

clothing, He is sacrificed for the benefit of the others.

Adna and Emly (the spelling approximates the pronunciation)

must have warm clothes to walk the four miles to school.

Mr. Whipple convinces himself that "He sets around the fire

a lot, , . . and won't need so much " (p. 54). Mrs. Whipple
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agrees, saying that when He does the outdoor chores, He can

wear his father's coat. And when the other children get

sick, they give them the extra blanket off His cot because

He "never seemed to mind the cold" (p. 50). When He gets

sick, however, and the doctor tells them that "He isn't

as stout as He looks," the Whipples take a blanket from

their own bed and move His cot by the fire.

Several episodes in the story illuminate the complexity

involved in determining His humanity, and they also fore-

shadow the concluding events of the story. One such inci-

dent involves the butchered pig. "When He saw the blood

He gave a jolting breath and ran away" (p. 52). Although

Mrs. Whipple feels bad about it, she is certain that He will

forget the incident and eat more than all the others. At

another point Mrs. Whipple angrily boxes His ears. The boy

"blinked and blinked and rubbed His head, and His face hurt

Mrs. Whipple's feelings. Her knees began to tremble, she had

to sit down while she buttoned His shirt" (p. 53). The im-

plications of this scene are obvious. They suggest that

although the boy may not be able to care for himself, He does

have the capacity to feel both physical and emotional pain.

The events which directly precede the Whipples' final

decision about the boy's future illustrate their feelings.

Another hard winter descends upon the family; and though He

has not completely recovered from his previous illness, He

continues to help with the chores. Then, He slips on the ice.
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The fall evidently further injures His brain, and He has a

convulsive seizure, Mr. Whipple goes for the doctor again,

worrying all the way there and back about how he will pay

the bill. The doctor tries to convince them that He must be

sent to the County Home where "He'll have good care . ..

and be off your hands" (p. 57). When Mrs. Whipple replies

that they don't begrudge Him any care, the doctor responds

with, "I know how you feel . . . You can't tell me anything

about that Mrs. Whipple. I've got a boy of my own" (p. 5?).

The conversation is ironically ambiguous; it paradoxically

expresses both condemnation and sympathy. The Whipples don't

begrudge Him anything, and yet they do. As a parent the

doctor understands their ambivalence, and is genuinely sym-

pathetic, Yet, his statement that "I know howyyou feel"

is audacious in its presumptions. There is no indication

that the doctor's son is anything but normal. The condem-

nation comes from the reader, who is aware of Mrs. Whipple's

ambivalent feelings.

Some of the critics are perhaps too harsh in their

condemnation of Mrs. Whipple. In the end, she seems more

sympathetic and courageous than her husband. Even though

one part of her wants to be rid of Him, she fights against

sending Him away. It would be charity, she says, Perhaps

the doctor's advice is an indication that he is afraid he

will not be paid, Mr. Whipple insists, "We pay taxes to help

support the place just like everybody else . , and I don't
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call that taking charity." Mr. Whipple explains that the boy

will get the best of care, and, besides, he can't keep up

with the doctor bills any longer. His arguments are effec-

tive, and Mrs. Whipple makes her final decision by convin-

cing herself that they won't let Him stay long, Mr. Whipple

reminds her that "the doctor has told you and told you time

and again He can't ever get better, and you might as well

stop talking" (p. 57). Mr. Whipple's pragmatic arguments

are effective and the decision is made. But, ironically,

he lacks the courage to make the trip with their son to what

the reader suspects will be His permanent home, It is Mrs.

Whipple who must endure this final agony;

They started away, Mrs. Whipple holding to the
edges of the blankets to keep Him from sagging side-
ways. He sat there blinking and blinking, He worked
His hands out and began rubbing His nose with His knuckles
and then with the end of the blanket, Mrs. Whipple
couldn't believe what she saw; He was scrubbing away
big tears that rolled out of the corners of His eyes.
He sniveled and made a gulping noise. Mrs. Whipple kept
saying, "Oh, honey, you don't feel so bad, do you?
You don't feel so bad, do you?" for He seemed to be
accusing her of something. Maybe He remembered that
time she boxed His ears, maybe He had been scared that
day with the bull, maybe He had slept cold and couldn't
tell her about it; maybe He knew they were sending Him
away for good and all because they were too poor to
keep Him. Whatever it was,I Mrs. Whipple couldn't bear
to think of it. She began to cry, frightfully, and wrap-
ped her arms tight around Him. His head rolled on her
shoulders she had loved Him as much as she possibly could,
there were Adna and Emly who had to be thought of too,
there was nothing she could do to make up to Him for
His life. Oh, what a mortal pity He was ever born (p. 58),

No additional remarks about the passage are necessary. It

speaks for itself.
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One can, however, justifiably point out that "He" fol-

lows the same pattern as Katherine Anne Porter's other stories.

It maintains the delicate balancing of rival considerations

and thereby dramatizes life's paradoxes and contradictions.

It also fails to resolve those complexities. The one ques-

tion which it does seem to answer is that of the boy's hu-

manity, the full realization of which comes to Mrs. Whipple

too late to do anybody any good. And there is really no

indication that an earlier realization would have solved

any of the problems of their existence. Certainly the story

does not answer any of the other questions which it poses,

Mrs. Whipple's last thought--"what a mortal pity He was ever

born"--is hers alone. There is no indication that Katherine

Anne Porter shares this view. The final episode, then, is

simply a heartrending dramatization of life's inescapable

cruelty,

"Holiday"

Katherine Anne Porter says she has four kinds of stories:

short stories, long stories, short novels, and novels.5 Her

best work has been done in the short novel. But of her long

stories, "Holiday" easily equals "The Cracked Looking-Glass"

in the perfection of its symmetrical structure. Both form

and content are that of the archetypal human experience.

The events are cyclical, and the narrator vicariously ex-

periences marriage, birth, and death. "Holiday," then, is

the dramatization of life, both in its communal and individual
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forms. As such, it shows man striving to impose his order

upon the natural chaos of the world, and it explores his

attempt to distinguish reality from appearance, The story

is, according to George Core,6 a version of the pastoral,

but one which does not flinch from life's harsh realities.

The story operates on two levels. On one it is the story

of the Mullers, the dramatization of the complexities of their

lives. On another and more important level, it is the un-

named narrator's story. She determines the meaning of the

events and reports them to the reader. As she watches the

German immigrant family communally contend with life on their

farm, her own awareness and appreciation of life's paradoxes

blooms and grows.

The entire Muller family, daughters, sons, sons-in-

law, and grandchildren, live under the same roof, There are

three sisters--Hatsy, the maiden of the family, Gretchen,

expecting another child, and Annetje, who, when the narrator

arrives, is carrying her newly born baby. There is also a

crippled, disfigured servant girl named Ottilie. These peo-

ple toil and laugh and cry together. Each has his own job

to do for the benefit of the family. They are at once a

community unto themselves, and a house of perpetual exile,

not closely attached to the outside community.

During the course of the story, life's rituals are

enacted, Hatsy is married, A storm ravages the countryside

and damages the farm, killing animals and destroying crops,
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Mother Muller dies from her labots during the storm. Gret-

chen's child is born in the calm before the storm. And

Mother Muller's funeral is held. Order and disorder per-

petually contend with one another.

"Holiday" is ,one-of two of Katherine Anne Porter's

stories told in the first person. It is tempting to assume

that the narrator is Miranda. Her sensitive, solitary, and

inquiring spirit remind one of Miranda. But there is no

other reason to assume that she is Miranda, and she remains

unnamed. Her state of mind, however, is important to the

unfolding of both story and theme, and Katherine Anne Porter

is not afraid to tell the reader so. The narrator is a

troubled young woman when she comes to the Mullers in the

Texas farm country. She tells the reader that at the time

of this experience she was "too young for some of the troubles"

she was having, and her only way of handling them was to run

aways

But this story I am about to tell you happened before
this great truth impressed itself upon me--that we do
not run from the troubles and dangers that are truly ours,
and it is better to learn what they are earlier than
later, and if we don't run from the others, we are fools.

She has come to the farm expecting it to look and feel

as her friend had described it. But the friend was there in

midsummer, and the narrator comes in late March. Her im-

mediate disappointment with the place emphasizes the appear-

ance-versus-reality themes "Everything was just as Louise

had said, if you like, and everything was, at the same time,
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quite different" (p. 408). This statement is the first ex-

plicit reference to life's paradoxes. It expresses both the

visible factual reality, and the narrator's projection of her

own feelings upon the outside world. In this latter activity,

she does indeed remind one of the Miranda of "Pale Horse,

Pale Rider." The language sets the tone of depression and

isolation. The narrator finds herself "tossed off like an

express package from a dirty crawling train onto a sodden

platform." She confronts a "bitter wind" and a "desolate

mud-colored shapeless scene" (pp. 408-409). The woods are

scanty and leafless; and the narrator decides that "there was

nothing beautiful in these woods now except the promise of

spring" (p. 410). Even the playful puppy her friend had

described has grown into "an enormous black dog of the detest-

able German shepherd breed."

At first, the narrator seeks solitude and has specifi-

cally asked for an out-of-the-way room. She is content to

remain in her room, except for meals, and to watch the family

from a distance as they go about their chores. She herself

feels "divided into many fragments," and she sees the family

in the same way--as "one human being divided into several

separate appearances" (p. 417). As she watches, she makes

suppositions about the Mullers, suppositions which she will

have to revise later as appearance becomes reality. She

ironically decides that Ottilie, the servant, is the only

whole person in the house, but that she belongs nowhere.
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The subtle and gradual approach of spring parallels the

narrator's own slowly reawakening senses and the slow change

in her attitudes. She begins to lose herself and shed her

troubles as she slips easily into the marginal life of the

household and even helps with minor tasks,

As the days progress, so does her interest in the family,

especially in Ottilie. Ottilie had hovered about the dinner

table on the night of her arrival; then her first impression

of the servant girl had been detached, almost clinical

A crippled and badly deformed servant girl was setting
down pitchers of milk. Her face was so bowed over it
was almost hidden, and her whole body was maimed in some
painful, mysterious way, probably congenital, I supposed,
though she seemed wiry and tough, Her knotted hands
shook continually, her wagging head kept pace with her
restless elbows, She ran unsteadily around the table
scattering plates, dodging whoever stood in her way;
no one moved aside for her, or spoke to her, or even
glanced after her when she vaished into the kitchen
(p. 415).

No further mention is made of the girl until the narrator

comes in late one evening from a long, rambling walk in the

woods, Here Porter uses her customary method of contrast-

ing opposites, The narrator's walk has revived her spirits.

The signs of spring have revewed her hope. But when she gets

to the house, the family has already eaten, and Ottili&e

is unceremoniously dispatched to feed the guest, Hatsy

bluntly introduces hers "That is Ottilie. She is not sick

now, She is only like that since she was a baby. But she

can work so well as I can. She cooks, But she cannot talk

so you can understand," For the first time, the narrator
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looks closely at the girl and sees "in that mutilated face"

eyes that are "strained with the anxiety of one peering into

a darkness full of danger" (p. 420). The girl goes about

her work with "aimless, driven haste." Thus, both Hatsy's

statement and the narrator's impression are paradoxical

estimations of Ottilie's humanity. They both imply that the

girl is a human being capable of emotion and work, and that

she is at the same time an aimless, inhuman automaton. The

reader suddenly realizes that the focus of the story has

narrowed gradually, almost imperceptibly. Ottilie has cap-

tured the imagination of both narrator and reader,

The narrator is becoming concerned with both the degree

of Ottilie's humanity and the extent of her isolation in the

midst of community. On Sundays, when the entire family goes

to the community beer garden, the "Turnverein" to dance and

visit with the neighbors, the narrator watches Ottilie:

The servant, Ottilie, would rush out to see them off,
standing with both shaking arms folded over her fore-
head, shading her troubled eyes to watch them to the
turn of the lane. Her muteness seemed nearly absolute;
she had no coherent language of signs. Yet three times
a day she spread that enormous table with solid food .
Enough for twenty people (p. 420).

The marriage of Hatsy is another of life's ceremonial

rituals. And again, the narrator is on the periphery of the

action, reporting it to the reader and trying to fit it into

the evolving pattern of life. As the day's activities con-

clude, her attention shifts to Ottilie, waiting, as usual,

on everyone else. The servant is clearing the debris from
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the room, "hobbling between table and cupboard," her hands

uncertain, her movements awkward. To the narrator, "nothing

could make her seem real, or in any way connected with the

life around her." Yet when she sets her pitcher on the stove

to be filled, Ottilie lifts the heavy kettle and pours "the

scalding water into it without spilling a drop" (p. 425).

The narrator can come to no final conclusions about the degree

or quality of Ottilie's humanity. In the first of the two

preceding passages, she has hinted that the girl's muteness

isolates her absolutely. Now Ottilie seems unreal. Both

estimations imply that the girl is a damaged human being0

Yet at the same time, the narrator recognizes that Ottilie,

in her own way, is both competent and productive.

But Katherine Anne Porter continues to balance the rival

considerations; she deliberately juxtaposes contradictions.

Immediately after deciding that Ottilie is unreal, the nar-'

rator is confronted with the girl's essential humanity.

It is the following morning, and the narrator passes Ottilie

on the steps. The girl strains toward the narrator and tries

to speak-- unable to make the sounds, The intensity of Ot-

tilie's efforts communicate for her; and the narrator follows

her into her dingy, windowless room which opens off the

kitchen. There Ottilie shows her a yellowed, tattered photo-

graph of a girl child about five years old. The narrator

recognizes the distinctive Muller features in the child's

face, and knows without a doubt that the child in the picture
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is Ottilie, the elder sister of the other girls. The re-

cognition is an awesome experience for narrator and reader

alike.

The bit of cardboard connected her at once somehow to
the world of human beings I knew; for an instant some
filament lighter than cobweb spun itself out between
that living center in her and in me, a filament tha
held us all bound to our unescapable common source,
so that her life and mine were kin, even a part of each
other, and the painfulness and strangeness of her vanished,
She knew well that she had been Ottilie, with those
steady legs and watching eyes, and she was Ottilie still
within herself. For a moment, being alive, she knew
she suffered, for she stood and shook with silent crying,
smearing away her tears with the open palm of her hand
(p. 426),

The pathos is most acute. Appearances have deceived

the narrator, and her suppositions have been erroneous.

With this startling disclosure, "Holiday" becomes an ex-

ploratory extension of those questions asked thirty years

earlier in "He." What place should the defective child have

in his world? Or, is he better off dead than alive? And,

finally, perhaps most importantly, how does one choose between

individual responsibility and common obligation? The questions

trouble both reader and narrator, The sisters are loving

and tenderly solicitous of the farm animals and the domes-

ticated pets, Yet, thinks the narrator, "they seemed to have

forgotten" that Ottilie was their sister. She remembers how

Hatsy had spoken the girl's name, but failed to mention that

they were sisters.

The narrator tries "to reason it out." What should be

the moral and ethical responsibility of the family toward
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one of its own unfortunates? Her efforts to explore the

ethical question are as objective as she, with her sensitive

nature, can make them. She wants to condemn the Mullers for

what appears to be their harshness, their cruelty, their very

inhumanity in rejecting a member of their own family. She

decides, however, that the Mullers' silence about Ottilie

is simple forgetfulness, a forgetfulness born of self-defense.

For, what else could they have done with their Ottilie?

The narrator determines that

It was not a society or a class that pampered its in-
valids and the unfit. So long as one lived, one did
one's share. This was her place, in this family she
had been born and must die; did she suffer? No one
asked, no one looked to see. Suffering went with life,
suffering and labor. While one lived one worked, that
was all, and without complaints, for no one had time
to listen, and everybody had his own troubles. So,
what else could they have done with Ottilie? (p. 427).

The narrator's argument is disarmingly logical. But it is,

for the time being, only another supposition, The reader

recalls the Whipples' final decision in "He," and thus is

inclined to agree with the narrator. Here the story could

have ended easily. But it would have been too pat, too

simple, Katherine Anne Porter will characteristically qualify

these suppositions.

The narrator herself cannot rest easily with her own

assumptions. Ottilie's position in life is too painful,

too imperfect for her to accept. She continues to sit at

the table and watch Ottilie "in her tormented haste, bring-

ing in that endless food that represented all her life's
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labors" (p. 427). And she secretly prays for the girl's

deaths

Straight up to the surface of my mind the thought would
come urgently, clearly, as if driving time toward the
desired event: Let it be now, let it be now. Not even
tomorrow, no, today. Let her sit down quietly in her
rickety chair by the stove and fold those arms, and
let us find her there like that, with her head fallen
forward on her knees. She will rest then. I would
wait, hoping she might not come again, ever again,
through that door . . . (p. 428).

But it is not to bee And the narrator seems to accept the

situation as it exists.

Then she would come, and it was only Ottilie, after all,
in the bosom of her family, and one of its most useful
and competent members; and they with a deep right instinct
had learned to live with her disaster on its own terms,
and hers; they had accepted and then made use of what
was for them only one more painful event in a world
full of troubles, many of them much worse than this (p. 428).

The narrator finds herself admiring, in some way that she

cannot explain even to herself, the Mullers' "great virtue

and courage in their steadiness and refusal to feel sorry

for anybody, least of all for themselves" (p. 428). Again,

the story could end harmoniously on this note. Even so,

Porter continues to show the dangers of accepting too hasti-

ly acquired assumptions that oversimplify human reality.

The storm is the climactic event in the story. It

disrupts the self-imposed order of the Mullers' existence

by hastening Mother Muller's death; and it is the event which

precipitates the penultimate moment of experience for the

author. Mother Muller collapses from her exertions during

the storm. Although she manages to save most of the animals,
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she sacrifices herself. The family gathering before her

funeral resembles an old-fashioned wake and allows the narra-

tor to glimpse the restorative quality of grief

It was good to let go, to have something to weep for
that nobody need excuse or explain. Their tears were
at once a luxury and a cure of souls. They wept away
the hard core of secret trouble that is in the heart
of each man, secure in a communal grief; in sharing it
they consoled each other. For a while they would visit
the grave and remember, and then life would arrange
itself again in another order (p. 432).

The passage suggests the paradoxical quality of life--a

recognition that tears for another are, at the same time, tears

for oneself; that grief for the mortality of another is grief

for one's own mortality; and that isolation exists in commun-

ity while community, for a brief moment, obliterates the

isolation.

But death brings chaos to Ottilie's life, too. The

narrator, who realizes for the first time not death, but

the terror of dying, cannot bring herself to attend the fun-

eral; instead she falls asleep on her bed alone in her room.

The emphasis here is upon her isolation. She wakes from a

dream that Kuno the dog is caught in a trap. She discovers,

however, that the howls in her dream are real and come from

inside the house, It is Ottilie, sitting in her chair, howl-

ing, "with a great wrench of her body, an upward reach of

the neck, withowt tears" (p. 433). Thinking that Ottilie's

anguish is an expression of grief and a desire to join the

funeral procession, the narrator bundles her up and sets
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out in a horse-drawn wagon to catch up with the others.

The narrator's own sense of Ottilie's realness and humanity

is suddenly so shocking that a "howl as doglike and des-

pairing" as Ottilie's rises up in her own throat and dies

unuttered. Then suddenly, Ottilie laughs out loud and claps

her hands in joy. Neither the narrator nor the reader fully

understands the source of Ottilie's sudden change; but the

narrator imagines it to be, somehow, an expression of delight

at the beauty of the spring day. The strangeness of Ottilie's

behavior is not understandable logically, only emotionally.

The narrator feels comfortable with her "ironical mistake"

and decides that their outing will be a holiday, a temporary

respite from the toil of everyday life, instead of a funeral,

With the conclusion of "Holiday," Katherine Anne Porter

has come full circle. Now she reiterates through the story-

teller the theme which was stated so explicitlYy at the

beginning. The narrator calls her mistake ironical because

she finally decides that there is really nothing she can do

for Ottilie. She tells herself that Ottilie is beyond her

reach "as well as any other human reach." But again Katherine

Anne Porter qualifies the assumption. The narrator cannot

accept completely that Ottilie's deficiencies isolate her

totally. She therefore adds another qualification: "and

yt [emphasis added, had I not come nearer to her than I

had to anyone else in my attempt to deny and bridge the dis-

tance between us, or rather, her distance from me? Well,
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we were both equally the fools of life, equally fellow fugi-

tives from death" (pp. 434-435). The narrator is life's

fool because she has denied her own advice. She has not run

from those problems not her own, but instead has extended

her hand in an effort to communicate, to bridge the gap

between individual isolation and that "living center . ..

that [holds] us all bound to our unescapable common source."

Porter's last published story is one of two told in

the first person. "Holiday," more than any of the other

stories, may more fully express Porter's own personal solu-

tion for successfully coping with life's cruelties. The

story implies that the Mullers' ability to make the most

of what life brings without complaining is superior to the

Whipples' self-pity and rationalizations. The Whipples run

from their problems; the Mullers stand firm. The narrator

of "Holiday," however, goes a significant step beyond the

Mullers.

Core calls the "fools of life" motif a reiteration of

St. Paul's advices "Let no man deceive himself. If any

among you seemeth to be wise in this world, let him become

a fool, that he may be wise." 10 In the midst of death and

grief, Ottilie and the narrator celebrate life. They re-

affirm the continued effort toward human communion. Theirs

is an appreciation of man's durability, a tribute to humanity's

paradoxical nature. It is not unqualified. But it does

parallel the description of the Muller house during the
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storms "The roof beams strained and the walls bent inward,

but the house stood to its foundations" (p. 429),



NOTES

CHAPTER V

1"He"was first published in 1927. "Holiday" first
appeared in 1960 in The Atlantic Monthly and was included
in The Collected Stories of Katherine Anne Porter in 1965.
Porter says, however, that the story originally was writ-
ten a quarter of a century earlier.

2 Robert Penn Warren, "Uncorrupted Consciousness," p. 285.

3George Core, "'Holiday's A Version of Pastoral,"
A Critical symposium, p. 151. Core's statement refers to
"Holiday," but it is equally applicable to "He,"

4Katherine Anne Porter, "He," The Collected Stories,
p. 49,

5Katherine Anne Porter, Preface to The Collected Stories,
p. vi,

6George Core, "The Best Residuum of Truth," p. 283.

7Katherine Anne Porter, "Holiday," The Collected Stories,
p. 407

8 KatherineAnne Porter frequently uses this image to
describe the life essence, especially in "Pale Horse, Pale
Rider" and "The Jilting of Granny Weatherall."

I Corinthians 3118, quoted by George Core, "The Best
Residuum of Truth," p. 283.
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CHAPTER VI

THE OPEN END AND THE ACCEPTANCE OF PARADOX

Art is a shaping process. It is the reordering of

experience, the reconstruction of the world, so to speak,

in an effort to establish one's own personal conception of

order. Its ultimate end is ages old--the determination of

the ultimate truth, the meaning of life, or, rather, the

imposition of the artist's conception of what that meaning

and order should be. Katherine Anne Porter is aware of art's

ultimate purpose. But for her, human life is contradictory,

chaotic, and essentially meaningless, or at the very least,

paradoxical. In an interview with Barbara Thompson, pub-

lished in 1963, Porter offered her opinion of the artist's

purposes

Human life itself may be almost pure chaos, but the work
of the artist--the only thing he's good for--is to take
these handfuls of confusion and disparate things, things
that seem to be irreconcilable, and put them together
in a frame to give them some kind of shape and meaning.
That's what he's for--to give his view of life.1

Porter's published views on art seem classical, and,

indeed, she has been called a classicist. She believes that

any true work of art should give the reader a "feeling of

reconciliation--what the Greeks would call catharsis, the

purification of your mind and imagination--through an ending

that is endurable because it is right and true" (Porter,

112
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"An Interview," p. 14). She does not mean that "right and

true" endings are synonomous with happy endings. She does

not, however, define her terms precisely. She implies that

a "right and true" ending is one which works toward resolu-

tion of "disorder and confusion and wrong, to a logical

and human end," Her successive statements in the interview

indicate that, for her, the properly artistic conclusion is

one which leads toward "an orderly end" in which "the threads

are all drawn up" (Porter, "An Interview," p. 14). Such

a view still seems classical; and her conception of the con-

clusion of a story resembles the traditional closed form of

the novel. She cites examples of modern novels which she

believes exhibit this form--Richard Hughes'A}H Wind in

Jamaica, Virginia Woolf's To The Lighthouse, and E. M.

Forster's A Passage to India.

In light of Porter's published views on the form of

literature, the question then arises, why are not the con-

clusions of her stories tightly drawn? Why do the endings

of so many of her stories remain ambiguous, inconclusive,

and unresolved? Why are her endings provisional? The answer

seems to be twofold. In the first place, despite Porter's

illustration of "threads all drawn up," her description of

"right and true" indicates that she had in mind verisimili-

tude rather than neatly closed endings. Secondly, her con-

ception of artistic form and her opinions about experience

seem antithetical. She says she has
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a very firm belief that the life of no man can be ex-
plained in terms of his experiences, of what has happened
to him, because in spite of all the poetry, all the
philosophy to the contrary, we are not really masters
of our fate. We don't really direct our lives unaided
and unobstructed. Our being is subject to all the
chances of life (Porter, "An Interview," p. 10).

Katherine Anne Porter's artistic technique, then, is

determined not so much by her conception of form as by her

philosophy of life, and by her apparent need to see complete-

ly--to see not only the chaos of life, but the spirit of

2.-
contradiction which is in human nature, including that in

herself. She also recognizes that man's struggle with two

opposing philosophical ideas--fate versus free will--is

never ending. She calls man's first idea "the idea of fate,

of the servile will, of a deity who destroyed as he would,

without regard for the creature." But she quickly calls the

idea of free will man's second idea (Porter, "An Interview,"

p. 14). Her technique, then, is designed deliberately to

reveal the baffling, contradictory quality of life which

she herself observes. Through irony and shifting perspective

she attempts to examine every facet of the human condition

circumscribed in each story.

Her stories thus reflect man's effort to impose order

upon disorder, his attempt to distinguish what is real from

what is unreal, and his struggle to impose his will upon

circumstance; Her stories show the ordinary man's struggle

to understand his world and its meaning. Fate pushes Mr.

Thompson into the struggle, But Miranda sets out consciously
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to discover the truth about life, the real meaning of her

experiences. Porter's characters seem real because they

exhibit the human qualities of ambivalence,.contradiction,

and self-delusion, But none of these characters fully resolves

his conflicts or completely understands what happens to him

because none, with the possible exception of the narrator

in "Holiday," is able to work his way through complexity to

a wholehearted acceptance of disorder, or to achieve his own

order in the midst of confusion. Katherine Anne Porter her-

self has admitted that she "was not one of those who could

flourish" during chaotic times.3 Perhaps she felt that with

the conscious depiction of life's complexity, she could work

her way out of the chaos. Nevertheless, her characters do

not resolve their conflicts satisfactorily because Katherine

Anne Porter herself never finds an absolute meaning in life.

The deliberate use of ambiguity does not result in

orderly meaning. And a permanent resolution fails to evolve

because Katherine Anne Porter believes that man can under-

stand little of his experiences as they occur, Understand-

ing comes much later, through "remembering, comparing, wait-

,4ing to know the consequences."0 Porter's stories, however,

show man in the process of living the particular experience.

Experience, then, is an ongoing process; it is evolutionary

and variable. It is not absolute, but provisional. Its mean-

ing is relative, dependent upon the particular circumstances

and upon the character's temperament at a particular time,
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In this last sense, many of Porter's fictional characters

exhibit "Hardy's dictum that 'character is fate.," 5  Yet,

in Porter's stories, the determination of the meaning, the

truth, of experience is an existential process, The conclu-

sions of her stories are therefore open-ended, in both Ro-

bert Adams' and Alan Friedman's sense of the term.

Robert Adams, in Strains of Discords Studies in Liter-

ary Openness (1958), is concerned primarily with the dominant

literary form of the modern writer. He takes care, never-

theless, to show that the open form has existed almost from

the beginning of recorded storytelling, but that in the be-

ginning such a form was an aberrant one. Alan Friedman's

intent in The Turn of the Novel (1966), however, is to trace

both the "formal pattern" of modern fiction and the "ethical

intention" of the writer. For Adams, "the open form is liter-

ary form . . . which includes a major unresolved conflict

,6
with the intent of displaying its unresolvedness," Fried-

man sees the "ongoing process of conscience delineated by

the arrangement of experience" as the novel's "fundamental

0 "7
imaginative organization. By closed ending, Friedman

means an ending in which the "stream of conscience" is

finally contained. By open ending, he means that conclu-

sion in which the stream of conscience is not contained, It

is interesting to note that two of Porter's examples of

"right and true" endings--To The Lighthouse and A Passage to

India--are also two of Friedman's illustrations of open-ended

novels,
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The endings of Katherine Anne Porter's stories, then,

are open because lack of resolution is deliberate; but they

are also open because she believes that man's ethical ex-

perience never ceases. The moral ambiguities are left "in

a state of irresolvable suspension." Such a "deliberate

avoidance, in the depiction of an experience, of any reso-

lution of an experience anywhere is not only a narrative

sequence; it is an ethical statement in its own right"

(Friedman, p. 184). In Porter's stories experience remains

open and subject to change.

Katherine Anne Porter's view of life, though incapable

of proof, is evidently dual. She sees both life's contra-

dictions and man's ambivalent desires. She recognizes man's

ability to love and hate simultaneously. She knows that

man can both fear death and desire it at the same time.

Her published statements reflect her recognition of the para-

doxes and exhibit her own tendency to contradict herself,

"We must admit," she says, "that in human nature the spirit

of contradiction more than holds its own."8 She regards "the

refusal to acknowledge the evil in ourselves . . . as unwork-

able a proposition as the doctrine of total depravity." She

apparently accepts the paradox of man's desire for "impossible

satisfactions' and his "desire to be unhappy." And she is

equally aware of man's contradictory ability to create his

own suffering and yet to salvage from that suffering his

"fragments of happiness," 9  She herself seeks the perfection

of life even as she knows it is imperfectible; and she pursues
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order in spite of her belief that chaos is dominant. While

she cannot believe in the perfectibility of man, she con-

tinues to admire his durability and his courageous efforts

to impose a worthwhile meaning upon life. In this latter

effort, Katherine Anne Porter resembles her most memorable

character--Miranda. But the ending of Miranda's story is

not the ending of Porter's story.

In 1940, defending Thomas Hardy, Porter stated that

"the yeawning abyss between question [the oldest, most ter-

rifying questions] and answer remains the same, and until

the abyss is closed, the dissent will remain."10 At that

time she believed that "there is at the heart of the universe

a riddle no man can solve, and in the end, God may be the

answer." One cannot know whether Porter, since then, has

narrowed the abyss between question and answer. If, however,

her stories present the apprehension of meaning through the

progression of experience, then the narrator of "Holiday"

may come closer than Miranda to representing Porter's affir-

mative philosophy. For, "Holiday," as Robert Penn Warren

has said, both asks a question of life and celebrates life.

One suspects that Katherine Anne Porter's philosophy will

continue to grow and change. In the meantime, though she

offers no final answers, she has given the literary world

a consciously realistic picture of man in search of truth

and meaning. Finally, in her resistance to simple, dogmatic

explanations, in her scrupulous depiction of reality as complex
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and ambiguous, and in her refusal to provide the final answers,

she takes an important place in what has been called the

"modern" tradition.
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CHAPTER VI

Barbara Thompson, "The Art of Fiction, XXIX--Katherine
Anne Porters An Interview," The Paris Review, No. 29
(Winter-Spring, 1963); rpt. in "An Interview" by Barbara
Thompson, A Critical symposium, p. 13. Hereafter cited as
"An Interview."

Katherine Anne Porter, "The Future is Now," The Col-
lected Essays, p. 200,

3Porter, Introduction to Flowerin Judas and Other
Stories (New York: Random House, 1940); rpt. in "Three
Statements About Writing," The Collected Essays, p. 457.
Miss Porter was speaking of the disruptive conditions of the
two decades prior to 1940.

4
Porter, "St. Augustine and the Bullfight," The Col-

lected DEssayss, p. 94.

5George Core, "The Best Residuum of Truth," p. 290.

6RobertM. Adams, Strains of Discord: Studies in
Literary Openness (Ithaca, New York: Cornell University
Press, 1958), p* 13.

'Alan Friedman, Introduction to The Turn of the Novel
(New York; Oxford University Press, 966), p. xviii.

8Porter, "The Future is Now, " The Collected Ess
p. 200.

9Porter, "The Necessary Enemy," The Collected Essays,
p. 185. Here Porter is referring specifically to the para-
doxical condition bf the marital state and man's ability to
hate and love simultaneously. The "necessary enemy" is hate.

101
Porter, "On a Criticism of Thomas Hardy," The Collected

Essays, p. 6. The following quotation in the text is also
from this essay.
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